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Preface

Ih tcConcept ol planning a mission lot a milita ry aircraft is probabi v as oid atnd visell csiatlskhed t h~ of the militarv aircraftt
iself, but until recenly the mtethodology dud technology associated with missioni plannting haid received o,,ly limited aIttenti. n
roni scientists and engineers The last few years have, howeser. seeni a marked increase in the attention given to mnissioni

planinitg Iot .. 11) the users, ss ho are denmanding improsed lacihitieN, atd b%' the suppliers. is ho are able toi prov~ide incrcasingiv
mnore caal ytm.As aresult. the Air Forces of mayofteNAOcunties art: prorcurinig ie\ and ads anced mission

planingit s~sterns that has e capabilities tar in advance of those previtously as ailable.

Ilie priinci pal reason fir this change is to tic found it the ss v iii ntaiion tcchnirlrgv is being applied th roughout the airbiorite
anid oni-grurn td elements oif the Air Foirces. Modern military aircraft ate equipped ss it as otties sui" it. si hich the individual
funtions of nas igatioti. flizhi control, cominticatioin. etc. "-,e interer.-inccd tii foirm a stuule cih lerent s\.stein has ig at least
somte it the characteristics oif intrelligence. Oni the griound. infoiritioi n (in terrain. enens aitd friendly fiit cs,. tarkgets. etc. is
cotrelaed atiul di'trihuted iii netsorks to become as ailable at ground stations irr ships ,s here it nia) be needed for planning

"'ie . ,.rr ift 111, - (il t -.. ,...,,:....me, system by pro ititiit ito it a large anmount (i data
fi 'in the o n- en ciri neits rk, and this formts one iof the most itmpoirtant funettits (if the nmodern nsussion planin.g i~stm.m
InutdedI il, thell dt i loI aded are the plans of lie specific missioii and the geinerain n f these. that t~ picalls tus Is es~ the

iii ~cress . I, itti ,,ie th dea thai the plannting process also Includes a significant elemet if ret tes and rehearsal. Modern
issiu i planintg s stenis usethe tresstcnqe f nira ii teehnolioty to strcattiln tie i ihiilc process t planinigur retst -

reheairsal, dlata filteritng and data t ratnsfer.

M( ARI) Joint NVorkitie Giroup I5 s as established to reset ion isioti planninig sy stents and to ciis ide r host thes are likely t
cck, lt ite tkitinr. Its terms of referenice speCCiieall Ittcludedl in-flitrhi iitsoti ilannting and titissittirhicaisal. inl spccicd I

tst-hac-itoeatti of s 1is Is, ads isor\v report covers the ssork of Phase One ottls.

Il[t: WN urkiig It irup nmembecrs met five times du ritng Phase ( )iie t he ( roups ,,ork ssas cotisiferabls assisted IuN p resenatiits
aid din tistratiiitto s kdccl by- irgaiiation in host couttries. Additiiall. so~me mtenmbers (if tic ( tittp aite a mcetiti

OrgaMitteCd hN N \A(IA %shr proiblemts if ittleropjetabilitv of nuisn platiiteL ssstetis ste re discuissed The s 1 a ll thc
c'1;.t1rill ntIn s Itus Inade II itai.s ind(hiduitas is LrratefulIls. a cknttsl kdecIl

I hc V0 irkig ( rrups studies tinn Phase Nos ill eriticeitrate ii sles ific its-asiri itch rapidl% changitng techioloics ate
esltdicd t "result ii nmator ir ci capabliltties ini s cr sitt 1 rt ctniane c- lhcc i ),c b d,-scriheid )Ii .i iulseuviin rep i I )urinc tis

phause the 0 iroup \&ill contintue its partieipatiiin in the furtlict \ A.tcn atji tion intssiot planuningi s stcrn uiteroper:ibilit1\



Preface

I e o'neepiti 1li plaritticalln des m11ilion Cl 11a ill'ionic tu~si ailcivit ci ausi tor lLIlC LCcliiiU Li 1*01)f nilitmirt Iii llIn, mv

llis ! uja:l C dernlers terips Iitttfluiiailt I CICnI-ifiqJUC -. 'itia prcte qu lne tiunlion Innitec :it rancthod 111 1 1St

ic,eio asImcc, ifli planillcatiitl des m1 ilin Or, Icl de riercs annfecs mt Le mrsice, pai n rct-aini (I inltem pai1r 1

'tict. taLi iC part des utilisatiur'. Link riclaitin des cquipcnitlt LlVChl . tI it, dc' c.Nl ICI kurs (111i 1 ','It CI ilUII

iFltri r des . e tic plus en ['II pcrforrmantl. Par conscquent. les tiirceacrivni-tic dt: plii~icur1 pa~s tnenhrlcl I tL\N

t tlILlrs Iisponhics

( charttreiitnn Idpquc ttwimlLminl a Im a taink knit Ic, tc nI tj, I, Ic Iniirntatln -litt 11tlt1ev it Ic icl "Its

nit% igaitC ct Ids uiitc, ain ol des lircvs aeriettnc, Le, at Ions flilitairii mntdctrics ift potirl 1 tic c~olillartkmnlctt i IttIRIllC

0.ed ;tu1 ~ moilns certamtes caraturinques Icitirliec huminri.

-it 11I. IC ren~ciilinett conicernaltl It: terratin. le, ftnce aie ct etnCIMtC . 11 IlC~tl etc l 'W II IC IC It CI Al171111[,

d-' re~va~l u qIsLpItat lwnt linrinl o11 aux nita t 1il t t xpIltdo pou it I planttiicatti itt

A% inn Lie lanccr la missionflu Isicmnc It% torkiiiLIC JIlIT M tf ittttIa1c ell\2n1trn kilt grantd toinrnc Lie Jliittil thiurii I- c. eCI

'111 -1 ( c;t itll c i1, IIcI lti I CPlunittpohitanitcdeltme r i ttdcirtc (1, plant 11LitLtt1I ill isNIlt MI I, iltC l k I (1i1lt1

mitr, idU I ic , 0)Ttpreciit II I c\ ('titcc', tI ii In 1 i 1 1lI'11 , I s, II it clltcc, itc I If partl p I t Li [JH)IIpie r , I\ 11 -I1

dci c I planlticatilil clliiportett kn clCittCnt t111n it&CIichlC dUdI- 1t lh 11 111- 1t*t Ch "IltLICAlt t\11cinc d;:
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Ll. TUlE SCOPE OF THE WOR KING GRoU:P. because dhey are unable or unwilling it) oll" mnic-ito a il -tho

AGAR) Joint Working Group 15 was authsortied in 1988 andi assets, w h Ile i other tvoes of miss ... n a highi Its tro
collaboration and conmrmunicatioun nta he all esse'tia lcis

c,,mmenced work in February 1989. Its members were ThsalhuhteWrigGop'd ignIN3Ile o
nlornnattsd by the two AGARD Panels (Aerospace Meitcal and ThsatrighheWrn ropidrgral iore o
Avionics) th .at were responsible for establishing the Working develop a generic model of aplanning svtothii

encompass the w hole range of possible airc-raftiytspv- i' 'vp-1 s;,Group and for its operation. togeter with two other Panels of operation, this prosed it, he i3n unpr.olui - 'ri't pt -~
,Guidanicc & Control And P-;igu,. Mechanicsl whose areas of of the dissimilarities in the coror(l and inl the flssti'tl~ al--
Iechni~al interest were also relevant to the subject matter of dhe Our studies thus concentrated up's, four spQesl t v
working group. The involvement of thesa nominees from four operation that could be specifiedl and atialisi> .l i
AGARI) panels can be seen as an indication oft the interest thai clcs 1 h beliefithat thceesrnare a1 .uft,i' ra r'

has ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ stes reenl thegnrte yavnemnsi hefedo
hsrcnybegeeaebydaneetinteFldo different control and planning sonisiramts !o he .t -N

ittussiuri planning. represerntative of all current and future otc i.- 'i

'"e autitriution of the Working Group was In recognition of An essentnal element Of the Phase On t~ d 1113 viL 11i.71-s
the r~ptdde loclopuent in the state-of-the-ant in various pre-flight intsItei ReothsbnatsS -'i-
acis tiles that can be grouped under the tide "missuion planning , i hsItrmRtr a enarve Ite-:,1

that are aimed at masitniiing the effectiveness of a military currently L..id for mission planning hv lbs Sers,- 7 i

Aircraft. including ircrew, in the subsequent mission. It wa Is th aicp-gntos Teemttd rc f
pere vildarngtheprearaio ti di tems f efeenc. tat simple formsulation of plans. uio-, p.t , ,rlt ~
peceveduin teprpaato o te emsofreeene.tht use of current slte of the art r hi,,! 0<

much commiotnality existed between the data used in pre flight rsee eetessest~
plantitrig aini that used during the mission, and the scope of tUte mauatuesinseral otuwncri, 1,1i
Wortkitng Group was defined to ensoropass planning and to In- n rfin nie an dain se t ~r
planning boith pre flight and in-flight. It also becamie apparent these we base called 'CrsIACging s'. vo'ss 'is ist t -
that the use of'powerful airborne arid grotind-hasef diata storage andf enmerging s sleet pros foil IAui e-utiift-If
anid datm processing would allow aircrew to exanmine in detail further ahead iii systerms that alrei: . s
tuine crit ical phases iot the mission before Actually flying them.
leading to the cons:z;- of mission rehearsal as an esieris :on rif "iddle to long eon."
mrissioin planning.

The Working Group was authizted to conduct Its studies in two 1.2 FORNIAT OF FJIE INrERIM oRvI' t I v.
phases. Phase One was to covter an assessment rif the sira

1 
Folliowing this ins-isrutiirn, Chapter 2 fr-?J-to a h,,u

concepts and the technical possibiliies. together with the the remnainiter of the report a ith tiu' l t
Identi ficaioun of critical technologies. The Wo'ruking (iroup mission plarsning 55stemni arid of the chinti 'C
dfecided during Phase One that their studies should hie OrtTICI- Ii has to operate It also dclevet itlic n i;i, - ,
isartLi s yst-n tasks and features as well as towards chosen for s:udtk h\ the Wtirkitng Catt-
technotlogies, and hence the conclusions if the Phatse one
studies included the listing of a - riety of tUrpiCs t 11t were Cluapter 3 do fitie i ti hatracteritsl- uss
asssed to be worthy of further exarnination in Phase Twor. systemthadt the working gt. sil ro.garlod as tot1
This report has been Produced at the csunclusioin if Phiase Orte, sujbsequent cssuosins~ C'haptrt I is dcocitel i
and hence fustis an interimi report that is intendedf to provside a of the rnueihollogyiif mtiss ion plinning for e,, as -
Cittitdatitin for Use follow -cn activities iif Pliase T ,.,- The - -a chove utisins. tosgether with ati c uittion of tli- l
identifiedf as potential Phase Twor study topics are listed itt currently boing toed.
fChapter 8 itt the report. JClreIUbTO ytm ht11Crlrl' -1 !,
The planning and execution of a military aircraft nsissitrn. currently bombni brought inti, use are ti-sorei itt .- ;' vl \ a;,
is-ther for practice in a peace-time situatiion or in times (if Chapter 5. Appensdis A orViA)ldtv (ttit (IfesTtptiI1 o
tensioni ot of war. implies that authority has been given and this sample suf themi ansd Chapter 5 prOv Iiis sos. ,'io.ois 0- P'
authority will usually incorporate some constraints suich as performance in relation toi the characrstics ilfincel !1
timing%, routes, or rules of engagement. Inic planning and Chanter 3. Uing these systens as a baselin-.lb thc iiui i
atdorization may involve a number of levels within a chain of for futu.re systems that will gl~iivetrproved perforrtance t-it
commrand, the degree of detail increasing pruugressisehy at the outlined in Charter 6, this is prinmuilv csMitmsove 'I')t grots'l
IsuwCr levels. The Working Group decided to concentrate its based systems but sortie thought is given iii the av ofC rn-iv~,
studlies at the lowest levels, i.e. at the level of a sqadeon iot planning systems in the air
aircraft operating from a single air base or from a single ship.
Even at this level, the interaction between the planning and Chapter 7 summiarizes the results of the Pfmaose Ihie siutlies anvI
control of a single aircraft or a small group of aircraft and the Chapter 8 provides a list of some toiic% that are cotiufo o '

control of a wider battle that may involve other assets such as appropriate for further study in P!- 'I 1w,.

sea and ground forces has a profntmid influence upon the loiw-
level planning system requirements. In some types of mission
the aircraft may be operating in an essentially autonomous role



Chapter 2
Background

2.1. DFINITION %OF MISSION PLANNING. implemented using workstation hard-.vae anid stf:svarc that is

commercially available.

2.1.1. Functional Description. The inp~uts to the systemt cotmprise data arrii tug a:

IIIt furuonal terms a gpround based mission planning system is a communication nets into which the system IS CiUr;'led. SonIC ('f
stein that allows all the avawible and pentment information to the data may be entered manually but It IS anto pated that,

tsr uied I,, plan a mission to achieve certain objectives in an increasingly, data will be in a form that cart he slirectlv inpwi

,ptitnurn or near-optimum way. and also allows data that ito the mission planning systems computer Phe prisctlral
lesc:ise the mission to he loaded into the aircraft. The earliest output is the mission data to be loaided into :ic airt-rafts
is Stemns, aid even some of those in wse today, are no more than -assettz. ,t similar deuvicces. if carried absoard h ' the airorsti I,
an asscnMyi of printed data (maps. manuals, intelligence paper form. As mtission planning sy sienis hostrt tkel

'sports etc ) together with a simple manually operated networks. distributing mission data via the netissrk ,sillhe's
alLi ulaLto that allows routes to be planned. These have evolved an important requirement.

into the tmtre modem eq~uivalent that comprises a computer with
tirius tttpuvtjtiput channels and a range of peripherals such as The interface with the operatort is priovidedl by varis sc

displays, devices, i.e., the mouse, trackball. digitoiitg picko kNssa,!
and display. The keyboard is fairly typical ar-'ie I 'Ia

uS siettus that confsorm ito these tdescriptions generally have a now usaally full color and of a higher resoltion ±50i t,.!

shtape sintilar tit that shown in Figure 2-1. This diagram in many workstationsv
allstrates that a mission planntitng system is similar to many

other data prixessing systems based around a small, power ful Because mnissioun planning systems ,uf iho fori t it

.,rtpiter, ani this is confirmed by the picture oif a typical Figure 2-2. have the capahbilis ii) accept antd JIvI -1 lis a'

motdeni ground-based system shown in Figure 2 2. However, it format it so that it can he loided into art ai, ti., -Ipli

has nut generally been the practice to) se general purpose can be used for data no(t cottriel sid i usso pnto ii

sttrkstati,'n for missioin piantiing puirposes. and this ts because data on IFF- Lcdes. Similar'), the Systemtt it Is seds to i 's

T!tis%!,5 planning requires soitte unusual hardware features S loading and sukequetily privessing data at t:he cn I of a flei~t.

-ell as unique software. principal amongst these is the need to ieg.. maintenance data on astoutic and uiister:

'tore. litocess. and print highly detailed maps Recent usage has not been cotnstidered dating thi At;ARI) \h i
IdelIp'CtIS in commercial workstations have significantly Group studlies, but -ould be signifont in the 'utes t t

IupruVeil their capabilities in these areas, and it appears NAFAf; studies oin intrrspcrabiltt,

probable that fuicre mtistion planning systems may be

MISIINTEM\NIN

Fi u e . Sc o ai c f a Ty i l MIss o l n i g S s e



Figure 2-2. A Typical Mission Planning System

2.L2. Keyi Objectives, satisfactory mission result. The third is an acknoxledgeroseni. of

I i p.i advances int the techniques of otission planning have the importance of optimi, tog the mission plans within a sccnrin'
- i se a t: he ontst f praleladvnce ntothr aeujof of a complex ar-ray if collaborative force assects that must be
'ii. t;. ii echoligy nirabs i onbord s tnc5orets properly cootrdinated ito produce the best chance of Otissitr.

cl.i, .'tlittiol tb innsotik Ikn flraigh nisn plumeig success I The fourth objective of printary imuportance Ci'
,-. cv; -euifci Ion aseawproks fin wlit isso datannfsein tercoperabil iry. the need fir which is clear on both a nat ,it::

L ii-,c s aprie% inwhch ataisfu~d, and a NATO baa is. It is unfotun ate that intcerah~ribli to
r,:-I utd ci npresseti before bieing transferred into lie on beconmes less easy to achieve as the comtplexity if mitssion

I-Ati , ciritorsisbequet i fliht UC. Wth he icreaing planning systetris ('particularly their cJipit/tpLtt ch .aratcteri sItics)
ipxit% of on boiartd ssstettis. anti partic ularly their increases It ts clearly a toipic that will require considerable

:,-;,o~i~on f trran bsedinfrmaion th ned fr mch attention anti effort tn the future, anti it' is wflresov in ces tal
pro- miissitin planing syteits bectrries clear anti

ilother~wise the planneing prc'ess will be slow anti "' bsequent Chapters if tis rvqtrt

idt it use, arid the dlata supplied ito the otiboarid avionics
iiM -ul be irtadeqitre. 2.2. CHAIN OF COMMAND IN MISSION PLANNING.

I i, its iii lable 2 1 litls eight key otbjectives for future pre The dlifference in rotssionr planning furnctions between waruirne
!]n io 0 plarintg ssettis INliii Ugh all oh these UTe vs peacetime is decisiton Authiority. respirnsib-ltty. rtype, mid

L-.i~iined o h of ealimprtane fr mot oerato na tmunt oif asset cointronl. After higher authority issues the strike
',-..co, thic dgree of imttirance dries vary accitriling rt the planning tirder, prabability tif success fur'varitius mission
;m w I-or each of the -I niissions studied by the Wisrking opin- seautdb omn ee lnigtas h

i i,,'obl'ti, iia[arepaticflaly mpotan hae ben decision to execute a flisstot is context spe'cific. For example,
ii-y th n steis, ,rn (f te ackrond)teifcaun ,- the strike Order to demonstrate national resolve iduring

II snictnt is providedi in suibsequtent C'hapters if this peacetinre at the Nattional Ciommand level, dhurinig wartime,
!CJsiri hiowever, the strike oirder itriginares nio higher than the theater

I ;ii trit n sttws thai 4 objectives are regardeid a.% if printry level. The m ission plannitog function is different fcrr levels

luitirtaite ftr all the trsstns stoheci. The first 3 tif nte-se are: wtthin and between the vauritous lev els oif the cotmmtant
hierarchy- To illustrate these differences, a Navy cionmand

* lti1ritvedi Attack Effectiveness hierarchy was selected that is conrpassed (if forur levels- theater

uriabiityor commander-in-chief (CINC), battle fitrce or battle group.
ItictasedSuruvairlitystrike warfare comnmand or carrier wing comntrttder. andi route

*Imiprovedl Ciiinatin planner. targeteer. and weaponeer.

ill these, tire first twit are ix~rh aimed at devising a mission ptlan T111- theater or CINC ctmnt level reqttire data on state of the

in which the aircraft has 'te !test chance iof achieving a deplotyed forces. This information firicludes the positimonif the



TABLE 2-1. Key Objectives lor Pro-flight Mission Planning.

MISSION

OBJECTIVE AIR CII-SE AIR SUPPORT AIR
DEFENSE (Fixed-wing) (Helicopter) PiTERDICTION

Reduce Pl anning Time & Errors**

Reduce Planning Workload*

Improve Attack Effectiveness ***

crease Survivability* **

Improve Coordination****

Increase Safety*

Improve Resource Management**

Interoperability****

Note: --* indicates that for the mission concerned there is a high priority associated with that objective

[tatle (Iroups/Forces, land-bases and detached units. Types of samne conditions will prevail for the NATO command structure.

dletailed information required include extent of damage, number The question is, "at what echelon should the panel focus the

of aircraft available by type, and critical shortages of weapons. study effort'?" If the focus is on the lowest level (the squadron

fuel, or tither material. Other types of information include level) the problem is much more uractable than for higher levelst

pol tical climate, rules of engagement, weather conditions. an,!) in the command structue. However, the problems at the higher
I1Chierts information. levels may be more relevant to design considerations for future

mission planning systems. The fundamental ob sevsof isi
the Battle Force/Battle Group cormmantd level requires study are to address the state of teclti.ology for nrission plannng
irlormiatitir such as position, damiage level, status of arnanment, systems and I- recotmmendl directiorns for futture research. To
principal sensors systems, criuit shortages Of Surface ships, accomplish the objective', this .tudk panel focuses ott rtITI-sn

potlitical restrictions, rules ot 's-grer andi %eather planning systemts that ace emtployedl at Ltre squadron level. vtidl
- ondt)ittrs, This Information is critical for rev ie% of pre - conrsideratiotn toward expanding tlie c~t w o tr(I) u~ld itttertou-r

planned ntissions. editing the strike plan. and effectiveness abtlity issues unitng "iaitnand echelon strucrures
.sesner'4integrated military assets.

Thre trtkc plaitning commrrand lesel requires mitre detailed bit 21 ISO ECIVOS
mtar tinform ation as the Battle Grotup, Statuis infi riatirin

required Itncludes readiness information itn ships: )srtitn. As mrenttioned in Sectiotn 1,1, Lte Wotrkintg Giroup fortnd it

ctturte, end~urance, sensor dlata, weaponso available. lairtage necessarY it restrict its Studies t ft.. ditfferent ttqx's of ttt,swtt

ee Is ,ati Lime t repair. anti tin aircraft: avai labilitty. mn treit These ate best desctihed itt relation to N ATO tlerntinsn of

repair. coille weapons inventory strike, ant) weather. thtat is tactical air operatiotns. that are therntseles _gtsen ITt rthe NATO
rit,,al at this level. unclasstfied publicatiton NATO Tactical Air Lictrine Al Pt',I

(11 Marchr 1976).
St,ch daita tiotld likely ciome ftmsotrces higher itt thre chain iof

tTIttinand. The matir functitrotf the strike planning board is to
re v re arri iidify strike plans. The lesel of ileral requred 23.1. NATO DelinitiorisoilTactical Air Operations.

inclrdes paranieters such as individual fuel states. weapons The four main types oif tactical air oiperatioins addressed itt tltv
trails. routting to the target, intelligence data about the target dorcument are: oiffenive air, air dlefense. tactical recoitassantce.

area, artI] erremy defenuss and comibat air SUpprvtrt. Some Of theseC rperaiions are Otirler

I tec flits) command level echelorn is the rorute planner/ sbdvddb ucin

vceaptrneer/targeteer. At this level. detaileid inforrmatiorn is Q
0
'Lfnsayv,.Ai Operations if contducted in art -isea

trceetd tin weather at the target and along the planned ingress environment are classifier) as anti sturface operatitin,
antd egress routes, and detailed infitrmatiotn on the target area, attack operations, antI strike orperatioins. If ctrniuctcl to

layout tif geography, (defenses, and assigned targets). Such an air/grounil coinnent, they, are ,hivthe Into

reqjuiredl information would also include updates on defense Offensive Counter Air (OCA) orperatitons. (Battlefield)

strengths and positions, changing plitical conditions. and Air Interdiction (OB) Al) operatioins. ant ('lose Ar

tnfrmrartttn on allied oir neutral forces that wouldl be invtilsed. Suppoirt (CAS) operataions.

Plaxis baseid tin this inforinaticrTO are iterated until the team is *Air Dcfense Operations if conductedl in an arr/sea
cormforetable with the probability ofsiiccess. envirvonment are classified as anti-air (air defense)

Since the mission planning informatioin is required at all operatioins. If coinducted in an air/grirunri environmirent

crimmand echelons within the Navy, it will be assumed that the



they are classified as Defensive Counter Air (DCA) (Air enhance survival to operate In the cootext of this study, On'!
Defense). active air defenses are of interest.

Tactica Reconnaissance gtgrin are conducted in
both the air/sea and air/ground modes. They are 2.3.2.2, The Close-Air Suprori Mission
classified as: reconnaissance operations, surveillance Close-air support missions are designed to support friendi1
operations, and shadowing operations. ground forces by attacking enemy forces in and around the

Combat Air-Suoort Overations are classified as: FLUT. The typical close air support mission is a ground attack

Electronic Warfare (EW), Search and Rescue (SAR) against either a fixed installation or against a column of
operations, Special Air Operations, Airborne Control troops/vehicles approaching the FLOT. The missions are
and Warning Operations, Mining Operations, and Aerial usuall, initiated by the army. Aircraft frequetly attack as a
refuelling operations, group of four, but other grouping such as pairs or larger groups

are also used where appropriate. Pilots may fly a series of

2..2. Representative Missions, missions without getting out of their aircraft, returning to their
base to refuel and rearm; in these circumstances die planning f

The four different types of operational mission that were the next mission is less sophisticated and must be carried out by
selected for study were chosen to cover a range of different the group leader individually.
constraints and features, believed to be reasonably
representative of most current and future operations. The 2.1,23, The Atack HeLicopter Mission
examples were selected to illustrate: Attack helicopter missions are designed to dsstroy massed

* aspects that can be planned pre-flight and aspects that enemy forces with aerial firepower. mobility, and shock effect
can only be planned in-flight. The attack helicopter mission encompasses a variety of activities

including: rear area operations; coordinating indirect fire:
iteroperability problems due to collaboration between suppressing enemy air-defense artillery; reinforc;g ground
NATO-countries. or due to one force intervening in the
battle of another, maneuver forces; conducting joint air attack teamr operations

with close air-support and field artillery assets; destroyice
* operations by the air force, by the navy and by the army. enemy communication and logistics assets: disrupting and

destroying enemy second echelon and follow on fo-ces.
* fixed-wing operations and rotary-wing operations, protecting air assault forces; and destroying enemy helicoptes.

* time comstraints,
2.3.2.4. The Air Interdiction Mission

* identification ("friend or foe") and
Air Interdiction missions are air operations conducted to

* communication problems. destroy, neutralize, or delay the enemy's military poientui
before it can be brought to bear effectively against frienfis

Based on these criteria, the following four types of missions forces; they are conducted at suffcicnt disiauices from friendl.
have been analyzed. forces, that detailed integration of each air mission with the fire

and movement of friendly forces is not required
2.3.11. The Aix Defense Mission.
Air Defense missions are d to or reduce the Targets for this type of mission include: groups of tarki.

designed onullify rammunition or fuel depoL, as well as communications or C'
effectiveness of hostile air action. These missions are time nodes. Deep Air Interdiction is specificallN aintel at dcfeatmi)c
critical because the initiative is with the enemy requiring that the second echelon forces.
majority of the planning be perforned in-flight. Moreover.
warning of air attack may originate from one country (or force) Air Interdiction missions are conducted by at least two aircrai!i
while the intercept is executed by another country (or force) thus flying at very low altitudes. Most of the time. such missions arc
illustrating problems that may occur in interoperability and integrated in a raid with specialized aircraft supporting the

communication. Air defense is geared to a potential air threat mission such as defense suppression, electronic warfare, and
and consists of all measures designed to nullify or reduce the escort fighter aircraft.
effectiveness of the attack aircraft or guided missiles in flight.
Ar defense involves active and passive defense measures. Planning air interdiction missions takes much work, and can
Active air defense is conducted to detect, identify, and destroy take as long the mission itself. However, in sonic cases deep air
hostile airborne vehicles that threaten friendly forces and interdiction missions attacking second echelon divisions (follow
installations and has less variety in scenarios and is more time on attack forces) may be executed using data supplied by
critical than passive air defense, which consists of measures that reconnaissance aircraft obtained minutes before the attack.

L lmmmm -i mi mlmmmlnaIllll m Illlllll



Chapter 3
Assessment Methodology

3.1. ASSESSMENT FRAMEWORK. navigational aids, data transfer media, electronics,
communications procedures and equipment for identifyingThe fundamental purpose of future mission planning systems friend from foe, and cross-ser'vicing facilities.

,ill not vary significantly from the fundamental purpose of

current mission planning systems. Future systems will
capitalize on advances in technology, but must support planning 3.2.2. Database.
for more advanced aircraft undertaking more complex missions. The database for a mission planning system comprises all the
For these reasons, both current and future mission planning data that can be made available for use during the mission
systems can be characterized within the same framework. This planning process, and that can be entered into the mission
framework is comprised of 9 basic elements, and is described in planning system computer. It will principally comprise digital
the following Sections. data, but some reconnaissance data in the form of images may

also be used. A large part of the data is either unchanging or
very slowly changing, so that update of this is rarely necessary

3.2. IMPORTANT CHARACTERISTICS. and is in no way critical. However, some of the information

The effectiveness of current mission planning methodologies (eg,, the position of both friendly and enemy assets) should be

and of emerging and future mission planning systems can be changed frequently to correspond to rapidly changing real world

assessed relative to a set of performance characteristics that situations.

comprise the assessment framework. In this Section. we define
9 characteristics that are critical elements in determining the Database updates may be required for both ground-based arid

eff",-tiveness and functionality of a mission planning system. airbome mission planning systems. Database updating is the

These characteristics will then be used to evaluate the changing of information utilized within the mission planning

effectiveness of the current mission planning methods used in system by replacement, addition, or subtraction of existing
the four NATO tactical missions described in Section 2.3. The information with more current information. The accuracy of the
9 characteristics are: information depends on the time lag between the occurrence of

the change in the physical world and the occurrence of the
(1) Interoperability change within the mission planning system's database. The site

(2) Database of an acceptable time-lag depends on the type of information
and on how the information is to be used within the mission

(3) Communication planning system. The mission planning system must account for

(4) Time both time skew. the difference of arrival time between two
connected pieces of new information, and the utilization of an

(5) Flexibility incorrect mix of old and new information (version skew).

(6) Ergonomics Database updates can be performed in ground-based mission

(7) Deconfliction planning systems or in the mission planning avionics on-board

(8) Mission Rehe- the aircraft. In ground-based systems, the input may be made
either by the operator or by direct link (see Figure 2 1.) In the

(9) Growth Potenti. airborne case, updates can be performed pre-flight, in-flight or
post-flight, by either the pilot or automatically by means of a

These characteristics are defined below. The definitions given data link.
are derived, in part, from the following two documents.

(1) "Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms," Joint 3.2.3. Communication.
Chiefs of Staff, Washington, DC 20301, Dept of
Defense, June 1979 Communication is a method or mean< of conveying information
"NATO Tactical Air Doctrine, ATP33(B. of any kind from one person or place to another.

Telecommunication is any transmission, emission or reception

of signs, signals, writing, images and sounds or information of
3.2.1. Interoperablllty. any nature, by wire. radio, optical, or other elecronagnetic

Interoperability is defined as (i) the ability of systems, units or systems.
forces to provide services to, and accept services from, other If there are no tactical constraints. communications can be used
systems, units or forces, and to use the services so exchanged to between aircraft and be~ween aircraft and controller (for

enable them to operate effectively together, and (ii) the intercept control, database updates, in-flight deconflictiony
coidition achieved among communications or electronics Communications may yield delays ( they has-c to be encrypted
systems or items of communications-equipment when Transmissions may be corrupted by noise or other sources. The
information or services can be exchanged directly and mission planning system must make assumptins about the
satisfactorily between them and/or their users, validity of communications data when receiving it and must

Interoperability includes compatibility with command and display measures of validity regarding the data to the mission
control systems, intelligence information and sources, planner on the ground or in the air.

procedures, weapon systems, airborne and ground-based



3.2.4. Time. scheduled Such that their proxiity violates the established

Time is defined as the dimension tif the physical urnisere that. separation ruritra for those paramneters, [)eszonflicticon is
at agivn pace orerstheseqenc ofevetsmidany obtained by separation inn parameters Such as tune. spate, and

le-sigriared instant in this sequence, such as die time of day force.omagnetic forcqendy betCCenflsers0eI reie d aims a

Aspects that are related to time mray he on a relative or on an firce bteen forc.% ardde: n C'~CS( ,4 f .13

ibsotlute time scale. Examnples of r Ielative time scales that are ai oce.Eamples incue

related to imission planning ate speed of mnissiont plaitning. Offensise Coutiter Au. In 1.srge grous is f attakiig
frequency of database updates, response time between the aircratt, conuflicts nias occur fsiaeen artf oxJ the
inqUiry to a system and its respcnse, and readiness fur use oif a fragmniitation if then apoans.

system. Art absolute tinre is required for co-ordination and ClsAi upr,1-e irFI Hree nio, lectoitfIict ion With Other frientdly forces (or their we apons), ClsAiSutori tcAritctirseeitur
notably a desired Time-Over-Target (F(f). operates clise tio) the ar-my s battle and opeirates amidst

friendly air defense fighters otr by surface to-air mtissiles

3.2.5. Flexibility. Air itfense,. Attackinrg enents' aircraft can he
intercepted by oither friendly air defense f-ighters (tr by

Flexibility expresses rte willingness to yield ito the influence oif s urface-to-air missiles.
others, and characterities the ready capability fir modification or
change, by subsequent adaptability to a new situation. The four examples in Section 2.3.2 illustrate dcinlittir
Flexibility of a mission planning system is impotrtant in that it aspects that are also applicable to tither types tif missions Ie g.
uppitris the creative applicatiton of weaponry against targets, air interdlictisin, tactical reccinaissince. 1,acti~al air supffart. ant
Flexibility of the mission planning system enhances combat Support operaoitls.u
ists-ivabilit,, and lethality of the wveapoti system by allowing the
iuttian comtpoinet of the weapon systeto to he utilized most 12.VkonRhaa.

.ffecuisely. ... MsinRhasl
Mission rehearsal refers to some Specific activ ities th~at Ina IV

perfitrmted (before the start of die iSsion) f-, the pilot andj Crca
3.2.6. Ergutnomics. that serve to Iprove mtission OffCCctieess Such AC-Lisues

rrguincs. or humtan factotrs. is the discipline that uses the include fTireeing critical miitn phltis 5- Isut S i ad
understanding iof humtan limitations and capabilities when and/or IR imagery, practicing critical mission acitstics- e
designing miission planning systems. Ergonomics is an applied pop-up, weapons release) antI real-time simrtlatinni ef Zis>,
science that draws upon several disciplines, including mission using cromputer generated Imagery.
psychology. physiolisgy, anatomy, mathematics, engineering.
and the physical sciences. Achieving an optimal fit oif system 2 rwhPtnil
reqluirements; to ioperatr's perceptual, cognitive, and perfoir-
inrte capabilities of the mission planner is dependent on a Growth potential, a ihin the cutext if this rcit:. s 7)-e
complex set of factirs dictated by the nature of design. the capability' of a issiotn planninig .s~ietn t, xspid ot ii.rl-
inclinatitons and bias of designers, and the asailability oif usable perfiormance or funictionalty in the chtxvrci(,7'tics le-rilvi
data resources. A mission planning system designed for aboive. As an enample, a -single-user itssitin planning -!yst
ititernational use must consider the characteristics of the human iltat, has the capatbility io increase the realisn of t s nmns ii
from a generic perspective, an individual perspective, as Well as rehearsal ability by nit excluding the -atihiY ol
a cultural or national perspective. Examples oif ergonomic comntunicattng with ot-her single-user missitot planing SN .tcms
design cornsideratiotns include: how the mission planning system has growth pitnential. Antother examtple is the ibtluty% .f -I
dletects, and displays what it determines to he incorrect entries by mnissioti planning sy Steim to adid a new- islaiy des I ic. I h''i
zhe issioin planner and what resoilution is required for V isital helntiet display. thpt wold i enhance lie abi Iil ti ict fii

displays utilized in mission rehearsal. missionr rehearsal,

3.2.7. Deccanrliction.

lDeconflicrion is the avoidance of situations w-here specific
parameters tof two or mitre friendly delivery vehicles are



Chapter 4
Current Mission Planning Procedures

4.1. AIR DEFENSE. degrade to the point where independent action is required ny the

defense systems.

4.1.1. Mission Planning Methodology. The major concern of the sector controller (ot tthc groand. in a

Air defense planning for an Air Base Defense or Aircraft Carner AWACS, or E-2C) is to task different defense systems with
Battle Group. Battle Force (CVBG/BF) is the responsibility of targets that may consist of multiple elements, within a lImited
the respective commanders. Air defense requires a flexible Lime span. If the sector controller decides to use interceptors, he
control of resources that include surface-to-air missiles (SANIs), has various options: aircraft with beyond visual range (BVR)
airborne early warning (AEW) aircraft, AWACS/E 2Cs, capabilities; aircraft with multiple target engagement capability:
tankers, interceptors, and fighter aircraft. The resources are or aircraft with within visual range (WVR) capabilities only.
applied to the defense of air bases or carrier groups, as Aircraft may be in an already established Combat Air Patrol
appropriate. (CAP) or still on the ground and scrambled from a Qui'k

Reaction Alert (QRA) depending on the defense context.
Air defense of the air base/battle group requires a plan to

respond to the flexibility and speed of enemy forces to counter In intercept missions, detailed targeting can be performed by the
the enemy's effective air power. Speed is attained by early flight-lead (within 30 seconds). Simultaneous, but separate,
dcticcton and waining of an attack, and flexibility is attained by offensive counter-air operations by the enemy may intend to
having a set of air defense systems that cover a large attack the interceptor's recovery bases; this may make the
geographical area and various altitude ranges- intercept force vulnerable if it returns during or immediately

prior to the attack because their aircraft are exposed.
'l'he method employed to address these requirements involves

the distribution of resources to defend zones around the air base Planning Protocol. Initial planning is the responsibility of the
or the battle group. The generic sequence of functions in air Command with the delegated responsibility for air defense.
defense for both the air base and battle group are: Planning and tasking data concentrate on air space management

1) early detection and warning Of air attack, and information and combined Allied Tactical Operations
determination of location, direction. size and possible Centers/Sector Operations Centers (ATOC/SOC) operations.intentions of theattacking force Protocol concems include: point of intercept; airspace

coordination orders (ACOs); fighter engagement zones (FEZs):
(21 communication of attack details to active defense units missile engagement zones (MEZs); forward line of own troops

by tasking of manned aircraft (interceptors/ (FLOT); offensive missions that pass through the combat air
AEW/AWACS/fighters). or by launching SAMs patrols (CAPs); tanker tracks; center points of racetrack orbits

(3) control of interceptors and/or SAMs by point defense ("bull's eyes"), also those of other CAPs; IFF switching;
command centers jamming procedures; and political boundaries. In addition, the

(4) target acquisition and identification tasker has to consider altenatives (what to do if the defenses
fail? and what are the procedures and rules of engagement if

(5) use of weapons communications are interrupted?).

(6) simultaneous but separate offensive counter air As with any mission type, the time span between tasking and
operations launch can be reduced by splitting the planning into a ground-

Early detection, warning, and determination of location, based part and an airbome part. Planning may be performed by
direction, size, and possible intentions of a hostile air attack the tasking agency, by experts from wing or squadron, or by the
force are essential to the successful provision of air defense, pilots. The planning protocol involves ground-based or pre-
Traditionally, early warning of an air attack has been provided mission planning and in-flight functions.
by ground-based systems. Conventonal radar wave propagation
is restricted to line-of-sight, however, mounting the radar in Regardless of the way in which a mission is executed, activities

airborne platforms and spacecraft technology significantly that can be performed pre-flight (and are not perforned by the

increases the theoretical horizon. Early detection of hostile tasking center) are:
forces will remain a key challenge as developments in stealth • decisions on weapon employment
technology proceed.

t drawing up of rules of engagement (ROE: "identify or
The air defense commander's task is to ensure that defense not?")
forces are effectively deployed to intercept the attack forces
assets and to efficiently use interceptors, SAMs, guns, etc., for mission altitude

point defense, Key to effective defense is communicating, to * fuel calculations ("Joker fuel")
the defense network, the intruding aircraft's position, type, and
number, at a sufficient distance from point defenses to permit lost procedures
full use of the defense screen. Air defense depends upon pre- standard approach and recovery procedures
assignment if defense assets, interceptors, and SAM systems to
pre-determined engagement coordination of communication optimization of engagement options and tactics,
among the defense assets and contingency planning if conditions



. deconflic,ot (intra-flight. and airspace coordination counter to speed is early detection of the attacking forces, and

relative o anti-air defenses) rapid planning and deployment of friendly forces.

CAt's use visual lookout and radar search to detect hostile Flxblt, The counter to the enemy threat is to have, in place.

aircraft. Consequently, additional pre-flight planning activities an air defense system that covers a large geographical area and

for CAPs are: various altitude ranges with sufficient weaponry to neutralize
the enemy force.

* expected direction of enemy attack

Er, onomics. Air defense pi.sriuig is currently largely
* radar search requirements performed manually. Preflight mission planning is restricted to

-. ',"l crver of the aircraft of he CAP collating up to date information on war procedures, safe lanes,
etc. This must take the minimum amount of time when aircraft

* the patterns that are flown within the formation are on Quick Reaction Alert. In-flight mission planning is
restricted to updating this information via the data link due to

* the pattern that is flown by the defense force as a whole the rapidly changing situation. This situation places a high level

Activities that have to be performed in-flight are: of decision making on the aircrew, decisions that need to be
made on the basis up to date information.

fuel calculations (before engagement) ~ Deonfl tionL Deconfliction is an integral part of the pre-

* selection of pre-planned options mission planning process. Extensive practice of defense system

* target assignment (intra-flight. and relative to anti-air routes reduces the importance of this issue.

defenses) Mission Rehearal Mission rehearsal is not currently

The ratio between pre- and in-flight planning at the squadron performed for the air defense mission.

level depends on how the mission is tasked: CAPs are estab- Growth Potential A digitized database update capability.

lished in a known area and may be pre-planned. On the other discussed in Section 5.2, is essential to a timely update of
hand, missions that are scrambled from a QRA, have to be defense system tactics. This capability is central to improved
almost entirely planned in-flight (including some of the pre- intP7-perability for near real-time adjustment7 to wotect ront
flight activities listed above). defense assets.

4.1.2. Evaluation of Current Procedures.
4.2. CLOSE-AIR SUPPORT.

Interoprabiily. Air defense planning is a combined manual

and automated process that is dependent upon the skills and
experience of command staffs. Inter-communication among 4.2.1. Mission Planning Methodology.

assets is essential for the execution of optimum screening Planning starts with an order to attack a particular target. There
patterns to prevent hostile actions. Assuming reliable are two levels of the planning task. The first is where an order

communication equipment, interoperability among defense comes into a mission planning room; the cycle of this planning

system assets is effective for routine operations. The problem activity can take from one to twenty four hours. The second is
emerges during hostile action when the enemy assault force where the next attack takes place with the pilot still in the
deploys deceptions, e.g., ECM to disrupt communications. Such cockpit; the crude planning task in this situation can take as little

action severely reduces the overall effectiveness of the C
3

1 as five minutes.
network. Coupling the effects of deception with the continuing
requirement for command to control and manage multiple The most common mission planning equipment used for CAS

communication networks and data links, to maintain cognizance are the ubiquitous maps. paper and pencils. Other more

for detection, reporting and tracking of enemy targets imposes sophisticated equipment has either been introduced recently or is

high workload and stress on the unaided operator, and it is imminent. These are reviewed elsewhere in this report-

possible that the expected C
3
1 requirements are moving oeyond Ground-based Planning. The typical order provides the aircrex

operator capability, and support staff, with such information as the type if target

Database Uodate. Accurate presentation and inter -prediction of (e.g. troops, stores, tanks), the type of attack (e.g. harass.

the latest available data are essential for speed and flexible destroy), grid references of primary and secondary targets, tinme

response to hostile action. Improvements are currently required on target (planned time and latest time), positions of friendly

to upgrade the sophistication of display systems to improve troops and appropriate communications frequencies, in flight

situational awareness within the defense network. Additionally, call sign and frequency, number and type of aircraft. nurher

digital data management techniques are required for real-time and type of weapons to be used, positions and tpes of SAM,.

transmission and update to the database, (e.g., threats, protecting each target. With this information the mission

meteorological conditions, position of friendlies, and planning begins in eamest.

transmission of the results of the defense system). For a multi ship attack, the planning tasks ate usually allocated

Communication. For non-conflict area defense. UHF/VHF in a pre-ordained manner between the crew members who will

radios and data links are used for the transmission of execute that attack. The main task typically starts on a

information relevant to the defense screen. The limitations of 1:500.00X scale map. First the current FLOT. Fire Support Co

the current technology are related in Section 4.1.1 above. ordination line and IFF switch-on/switch-off lines are drawn
Then the set routes and turning points are drawn. These are

Time. The enemy air force including missile and ECM systems normally changed every 24 hours.
will attempt to exploit its strengths, flexibility, and speed. The



Next the attack execution is planned. A 1:50,000 scale map is equipment configured in such a way as to enable him t teceise
used for this task; this provides a detailed view of the terrain and notification o' a change to a particular plan.
other ocal features. The level of detail associated with this part
of the planning task varies with the type of aircraft and the Tjme. Planning a CAS mission can take from as mruch as 24

procedures used by a particular force. At the simplest level, hours to as little as 5 minutes. The quicker te plan is
attack planning is based upon an inmediate interpretation of the constructed, the less likely it is to be effective, in that with
map. At its most complex, it may include a 3-D preview of the current technology, the available time will reduce the number of

target zone constructed from radar and/or map data. Once an parameters that can be taken into consideration. Mie
appreciation of the local terrain has been gained, flps are chosen comprehensive mission planning tools should redress this by

and routes are plotted that include cross over patterns for each evaluating a large range of alternatives and a large number of
pair of aircraft. Typically a separation of 5 seconds is planned relevant parameters in a very short time. We would thus hope to
for each aircraft over flying the target. Collision avoidance be able to produce sophisticated plans in a very shon time; a few

during crossover is the responsibility of the following aircraft. mtines on the grnttrl, a f u,,o,.,ds in the air.
Frequently a route is also plotted to an alternative or dump Flexibility, Flexibility in the context of the CAS mission refers
target, so that if an aircraft misses its opportunity to attack the
prime target for some reason, the mission will not have been to the ability to adapt to last minute changes. This might be tonew infornation received whilst the mission is actually b- i:.
wasted. Finally routes from either the main or dump targetes a planned, or to information received while in the air. Currently
planned to take the formation back to the day's set routes, the amount of flexibility is curtailed by the limited amount of

Aibne Panning- The sophistication of mission planning is data available once airborne and the limited amount of time
effectively limited by the levels of technology available in available to dedicate to the re-planning functional. Typically,
todays cockpits. The set routes drawn on the 1:500,000 scale the extent of planning is limited in this situation to a quick look
map will oeobably suffice for the next mission, when such a at the map and a snapshot decision by the pilot. based upon an
quick turnaround is expected. Planning in these circumstances amalgam of his current appreciation of the situation and his past
will usually be done by the lead pilot using a 1:50,000 scale map experience.
resting on his lap. Consequently the planning activities as
described above are done very crudely within a few minutes of Another common cause of inflexibility arises when a flight has
receiving an order. The rvst of thi squadron is briefed over tite had io deviate from its pla r d route. The gtou, uth. ypically

follows the leader, and so from that point the mission starts toradio and the new mtission data is entered into each aircraft bcm nlxbe twudtu perta urn qimn
system, while the aircraft are being refueled and rearmed. It can become inflexible. It would thus appear that current equipment

take as little as 5 minutes for some squadrons to turn around and does not enable groups of aircraft to operate as flexibly as would

be ready for take off. be desirable in a dense hostile environment. Mission planning
systems should be developed specifically to meet this
requiremnenL

4.2.2. Evaluation of Current Procedures.
leelofinterpeability i tues aciebed oreq if an effective Ergonomi, The planning of closeair support missions is still
Introoerabily, Certain features wll be required f e predominantly carried out using maps, pencils, and stop-level of interoperability is to be achieved for the CAS mission. watches. Routes are planned as a series of waypoints to aiThe most significant will be the introduction of compatible initial point from where the attack is planned. This would take

command and control systems, that enable the timely adv,=ntage of terrain masking and arrcratt target runs fron
dissemination of intelligence information and of effective IFF different directions to surprise the enemy; and precise timing to
systems integrated with all friendly force equipment. In short, a reduce the risk of fratricide. Missions may need to be planned
well designed information distribution system must be a central in 2-3 minutes allowing minimal preflight planning or may need
feature of an interoperable mission planning system. to be re-planned in flight.

Database Update, Most current systems are not based upon a Current mission planning is hampered by the lack of integration
digital database, and so the question of update does not arise. of the data sources and the separation of the planning task and
However, as will be apparent from Chapter 5 (on emerging the entry of the data into the aircraft system. To speed up the
systems), such databases will be the norm in the future. It is process, the aircraft system should be capable of being updated
important that each database should have the ability to be in flight and/or of allowing quick planning of missions on the
updated easily with the current information from elsewhere in ground with the crew remaining in the aircraft, to increase sortie
thy system, without imposing an onerous task load upon the rate.

relevant operator.

Deconliction. Deconfliction is planned at an operational level.SComunication is at the core of the planning above that of the squadron, and is coordinated by reference to
task, and yet as a general rule, once airborne, any transmission times on and off the routes as set for that day of the baule. In
during a CAS mission is undesirable from the point of view of the region of the FLOT, IFF equipment is used to ensure the
stealth. This generates the requirement for a comprehensive on decontliction of the airborne and ground based forces.
board planning capability, with the associated ability to transmit
a complete new plan to all interested parties, with the absolute Mission Rehearsal. At present, mission rehearsal is performed
minimum of emission, by studying the mission rlan using paper maps and through

crew briefings.
In the NATO scenario, problems are to be expected, arising
from the variety of equipment being used by the different such a l In the short term, arcraft with data buses
nations and also by the different forces within each nation, such as 1553B, potentially have the capability to extend their
Even if this were to be overcome, the problem would remain of mission planning capabilities (albeit that extra processing may
ensuring that the intended recipient of any message, has his be required). However, the financial and contractual hurdles

that would have to be overcome in order to introduce such
facilities, are to say the least, considerable. Nonetheless. an



expusion of the capabilities in this area can be expected, as The semi-mission independent planning encompasses
updates to current CAS aircraft and as a central feature in the monitoring the weather conditions in the AOI during the
future, mission performance period, the communications needs, the

weaponization of the aircraft in accordance with the mission
Current ground based planning systems, other than those objectivc, p-foming the weight ano oasance for te aircraft.
introduced quite recenu., would seem to offer little in the way and finally calculating the performance characteristics for the
of growth potential, and we migii' expect them to be phased out aircraft based on the airframe capabilities In other words,
and replaced by more up to date systen. Of those introduced determining if the aircraft can accomplish the planned mission
recently, such as TAMPS, and those that are imminent, ,u.h es over the AO1 terrain. After it is determined that the aircraft can
AMPA, a growth potential to incorporate new features at a later perform the ri.sic . the performance characteristics (weight
date must be an essential requirement. and balance, fuel required, etc.', are returned to the route

planners and the necessary kneeboard cards are generated. The
semi-mission independent planners also generate kneeboard

4.3. ATTACK HELICOPTER. cards for the communications and weather information required

in the cockpit. The communications requirements are passed
4.3.1. Mission Planning Methodology. along to those responsible for the command and signal portion

The attack helicopter mission planning methodology, as its of the planning process. The command sand signal planners

accomplished today, is a manual, labor intensive, and time develop the kneeboard cards delineating the communications
consuming procedure. The overall planning for the mission is combat net radio assignments along with authentication codes,

consmin prcedre.Theoveallplanin fo th misio is unit names, and stib-unit individlual addresses.primarily done at the Aviation Batalion based on the Operations
Order (OPORD) which is developed and received from higher The output from the Intel analysis and the route generation are
echelons. The OPORD is analyzed and decomposed to a level consolidated with the original mission requirements and a
that addresses each helicopter company within the Battalion, concept of operation is developed. This encompasses
and then forwarded to the attack company for refinement. The examining the scheme of maneuver for both the aviation assets

attack company refines and tailors the Battalion plan in and the ground forces being supported by the aviation mission.
accordance with its specific capabilities and last minute situation the fire support requirements and available ire supports assets.
changes. and accounting for sub-unit tasking -- ders ic sr.... if 'b

The OPORD consists of descriptions of the current situation in overall mission plan. The concept of operation is then annotated

terms of the enemy, friendly forces, and weather status; mission as an overlay to those tactical maps of the AOl. This
inforainsalopsetotoersosbefrgertg

task, in a clean, concise statement of the task at hand (who, what. rmation is also passed to those responsible for generating

when, and as appropriate, why and where); execution plan, to t!,z -- rdination instructions.

include the plan of all supporting assets; service support. The coordinating instructions take into account the required
including, Forward Area Rearm/Refuel Point (FARP) sites, logistical support necessary to accomplish the mission. Based
munitions, logistics, and health services; and command signal, on the concept of operation, the mission objective, and the
including communications, navigational. IFF, code require. planned ingress and egress, the refuel and rearmament
ments, command data, and time synchronization, requirements are determined along with the optimal locations

The attack helicopter company commander is responsible for and time-on-site. Coordination requirements with other units

planning the mission once the OPORD is received. He is are determined and the pertinent information is either annotated

assisted by a planning cell which consists of designated as an overlay to the tactical map of the AOl or the appropriate

personnel within the company. The planning process is divided kneeboad cards are generated.

into several phases: mission analysis, concept of operation, The overall output of the mission planning cell is all the
logistics, and command signal. pertinent data, forms, and maps needed to perform the a.sstgned

The company commander provides guidance to the planning cell mission for each individual aircraft within the attack helicopter

which is responsible for accomplishing intelligence analysis, company.
route planning, and semi-mission independent planning
functions. The intelligence analysis consists of updating the 4.3.2. Evaluation of Current Procedures.
current enemy threat environment, the friendly air defense integerability. The curre-t attack helicopter mission planning
artillery plan, their present locations and projected course of procedure, at the compaty level, is done manually hv the

action as dictated by known enemy tactics. The current Intell n ypicture is then annotated on a tactical chart/map (typically a company commander and assigned personnel. The plan is based
1:250,p O Joint Operational Graphic cJOG map and/or wholly on the OPORD received from Battalion and whatever

, Jt Olocally developed information is available prior to the mission,
1:50,000 Tactical Line Map [TLMI of the operational area of The attack company has limited communtcations assets anti
interest [AOIJI). The output of the Intell analysis feeds the route interfaces to other battlefield assets which could be used for
planing operation coordination. Therefore, company level interoperabilit,.1

The routes (single and multiple aircraft) are selected in coordination with other battlefield assets is done primarily at
accordance with the mission objective requirements. Routes are Battalion. However. where limited coordination, situation
typically selected to avoid enemy threats in terms of update, and command and control are absolutely required it is

d!:ectability and lethality along with cznsideration of readily accomplished either over voice radio where possible, through

recognizable terrain features to be used for navigational written communications via messengers, or through face to face

reference/check points. The selected routes are then examined meetings. The Battalion level mission planning assets have

by the persormel of the planning cell who are responsible for the more communications capabilities available but still are limited
semi mission dependent planning functions, in access to other battlefield areas. Here again dependency on

voice radio, written message traffic, and face to face n "



prevalent- However, future developments in automated systems target, what should be done to the target (e g.. destroy or
will enhance both the Battalion and Crmpany interoperability. neutralize), and when the target should be attacked The tactical

situation is also described; it includes the FLOT, transit roads
Database Uloate. Since the attack helicopter mission planning d " and known surface-to-air missile sites in the bafe

process is not automated there is no electronically maintainable area.
database. The data base used for planning is in the form of
tactical overlays obtained as part of the mission OPORD. These As a preliminary, the pilot estimates the feasibility conditions of
overlays, or annexes, detail the necessary information from the the mission (e.g., speed, need for external tanks, in-flight
other battlefield areas such as Fire Support, Air Defense. etc. refueling) on a 1:500.0000 scale map. When the gross
Database updates therefore consist of annotating the various characteristics of the misston have been determined, detailed
tactical overlays as new information becomes available. planrring begins.

Communication, Current communications are limited, since the First the target is carefully examined on a 1:50,XiO map in order
organic communications assets of the attack helicopter company to determine the attack phase and the escape maneuv er. Tte
are generally restricted to combat net radios. These are in the target's physical characteristics are analyzed and weapons arc

0..U117 fiequency spectrum and are inherently line of sight selected (if they are not already prescribed tn the attack order).
limited. Next the wvapons delivery sequence is determined as well as the

attack axis and spacing for the dilleren, aircLaft of the
L Time is always a critical factor in mission planning. It formation. These items are -!:zr .... ng to ,fgi locatior.,

can oake a.. much as three hours of planning for every hour of terrain, weather, and defenses in the target area. The initial
actual mission flight time. Under the typical pressures of the point is then selected and the rejoining procedures and escape
heat of combat, the time factor becomes crucial, and impacts the maneuvers are planned. In most cases these steps are iterated
quality of the plan and the ability to successfully complete the until a satisfactory mission plan emerges.
mission.

The next step in the planning process is to plan the ingress and
Flexibii. Flexibility in the attack helicopter mission planning egress routes. This step requires waypoints to be selected
process is extremely limited. The OPORD is generally between the starting base and the initial point and between the
sufficiently detailed at the company level to preclude any rejoin point and the landing base. Waypoint selection is
significant deviations. The only flexibility exists in the determined by terrair, the tactical situation, and fur! Und time
obictivo arep "^-,.--.. g att.k -,.z aterna positions. This constraints. The knowledge of the pilot about his own abilities
is primarily due to the limited communications capabilities at is also taken into account. For a crew of two or more. this phase
the lower echelons, of planning is performed by the navigator. Once the waypoints

Erp.onomics. Attack helicopter missions are planned using have been selected fuel consumption and the missic(n rnc-lin,
maps, tactical overlays, pencils. stop-watches, and mission are computed. The times over the FLOT are communicated tocards, which contain basic mission data. The method is simple, troops in the battle area for fire coordination. The entire process

robust and soldier proof. The perception of these features needs is terated to optimize the mission plan and to perform error
to be retained in the development of future automated mission checking.
planning systems to provide the bridge from the current manual During the iteration phase of planning, if titte permits, alter
process to the machine aided type planning. This is essential in native plans are investigated and secondary targets are analsed.
order to gain user acceptance and confidence in the new The final step is to prepare for the mission: maps are prepared,
automated system. IFF procedures and COMM frequencies are obtained. Tiis

Deconfliction. Deconfliction is currently done manually. In the information is then loaded into the aircraft's on-board computer.

rear areas deconfliction is accomplished through Air Traffic
Control (ATC) standard procedures and in the forward areas it is 4.4.2. Evaluation of Current Procedures.
left up to the planners by picking the proper ingress and egress The planning process is a computafionally inttnsive process that
routes and the rigorous execution and adherence to the plan. is heavily influenced by pilot experience. Ciair-nt systems

Mssion There currently is no mission rehearsal address the computational aspects of planning air interdiction
.apability other than reviewing the available maps, photographic missions (e.g., computing fuel and mission time litnes) but do
data and flight plans prior to the mission. A mission rehearsal not address the issues of data collection and pilot experience
function is necessary, Gathering the information required to plan the mission is a

particular problem, Much time is lost folding maps and
Growth Potential. The current process, being totally manually searching for information that sometimes does not exist.
oriented, has very little growth potential. Future growth can However. the mission planners do favor some manual work and
only he achieved by replacing the present system with new reflection because it allows them to become more familiar with
computer-based systems, the details of the missiom.

tLigrppgg abilL. For autonmated planning systems, interopcr

4.4. AIR INTERDICTION. ability is very limited because alost every class of aircraft
within NATO has its own mission planning system that cannot

4.4.1. Mission Planning Methodology. interact with other systems. This limitation does not exist when
missions are planned using paper maps and pencils.

The mission planning process at the squadron level mainly
involves the crew of the lead aircraft; however, the rest of the Database Uodate. Factlities to utpdate databases on the ground
formation does partiiate. The planning process begins upon are quite extensive, but there is currently no ncchanism for
the receipt of a mission order that includes a description of the providing database updates to the aircraft.



Comnmunication, Communications are very limited; most of the most cases time is not critical. Planning is performed using

ime radio silence is required so almost nothing is planned about photographs. FUR or radar pictures of the waypoinis and targets

communications. thai allows the mission to be rehearsed. In-flight circumstances

are planned for, such as attacks by enemy aircraft and switching
Timr. The time required to plan an air interdiction mission to secondary targets, minunieing the need for in-flight planning.
ranges from about 0.5 to 2 hours. Once the mission begins, the plan is strictly adhered to,

Flexibility The flexibility of the current mission planning particularly at night or in poor weather.

prtocess is very limited because time of arrival at the target is Dcorfliction. Deconfliction is currently performed manually
critical and therefore there is little flexibility to modify the by the pilot. Deconfliction in the target area is achieved by
mission waypoints. However, pilots are able to make minor rigorous adherence to the plan. Pilots rely on IFF and flight

deviations to the mission plan to avoid SAM sites or to avoid altitude for deconfliction in and around the FLUT.
arriving at the target too early. More significant deviations are

not currently performed because they impose too great a work Mission Rehearsal, Currently, mission rehearsal is not

lo,1 on the crew and because they make it difficult for multiple supported by electronic aids; at this time it consists only of a

airraft to maintain formation, mission leader briefing other mission crews or of a single crew
member studying his mission folder or being briefed by

Esonornicai First generation mission planning systems are intelligence officers about threat and target characteristics.
used in some aircraft types in producing air interdiction niusson
plans. But these generally suffer from a poor user interface that Growh Ptntial The growth poten.ial of current planning

discourages the user and increases the likelihood of user errors. procedures and systems is limited and it is expected they will

Air Inerdiction missions cait -e many hours to plan but in soon be replaced with newer and more capable systems.



Chapter 5
Emerging Mission Planning S stems

In the past decade, the tremendous growth in computer required, however because of the diverse aircraft mission and
technology has made it psmihle to automate many cf the physical dr.fi'vences within the international comnunirty this L
Missin planning functions that in past years were performed not likely to occur. Therefore, emerging mission planning
manually. Many automated mission planning systems are systems must have the ability to readily accept physically
currently being developed that offer the potential for mission different DTCs along with the proper data formatting and
planning to be done faster, more effectively, and with reduced electrical interface requirements for each of the compatible
errors. In Appendix A and in this chapter, we review the DTCs.
capabilities of emerging automated mission planning systems.
In Appendix A we give a description of nine mission planning Ergonomically, emerging mission planning systems Must have
systems that were selected as representative of the types of an operator interface which is somewhat transparent to the
systems under development and review these systems in terms operator. This means that any pilot/planner can sit down at any
of their applications, implementation and capabilities. During planning system, with a minimum of fantiliarization. ,t;d
the review, the similarities and differences of the systems are perform the basic planning functions, i.e. route generation,
discussed. In this chapter we assess the systems L.,ing the associated with his own planning system. Ihis approach
framework described in Chapter 3. requires a standardization of menus. presentation formats.

symbology, ad t some extent a mission planning language
One approach could be o. implement a (tiraphical User Interface

5.1. INTEROPERABILITY. (GUlI) running in a Windows environment. The GUI is
dependent on icons to depict functions and could bridge theIteroperability of mission planning systems is desirable in two language barrier impediment associated with the international

respects: community

(a) In terms of the ability of such systems to communicate Some emerging systems have ltited capability in these three
with a range of other component elements in an overall
C

3
1 network, respects, e.g.. the U.S. Navy's TAMPS system described in

A 1 8 that o-perates within a U S. Navy cODOii-,cd atnd ciintril
(b) In terms of their ability to interface with a range of network and is designed to plan missions fir seeral USN

aircraft having different characteristics and different aircraft Other ;mtilar systems arc iistd itJ Table AI But it
hardware atd software interfaces. may also be seen from Table A-1 that there is currently nio

In both the above respects there are three types of inreroperability between the services or between the NATO
interoperability which need to be considered. electronic. countries, and this could seriously degrade the ability of the
physical. wid ergonomic. Electronic interoperability means that NATO forces us cooperate as an effective pan NATO force
the emerging mission planning systems must be able to interface
to various inter, and intra-service, and intrnational voice and
data networks. This implies that either common protocols 5.2. DATABASE.
(standards) must exist or be inplemented or that )ophisticated The data that is to be used by a pre-flight mission planning
and complex protocol interrupters must be develop.l There are system takes a t.,anety of forms. It can be characteried into
currently communications standards such as JINTACCS (Joint three main types: data about geographic features and ,eather,
Inreroperability of Tactical Command and Control Systems) data about friendly assets that include both phssical data and
which can be exploited immediately for the exchange of tactical plans for their use; and data about toe enniv s assetv
information. JINTACCS, although a US managed asset, has Much of this data does not change rapidly and can be held at air
been extended to the international community through NATO bases in a library sr archive form. ,ut some data, such as te
agreements and therefore contains a significant amount of location of friendly or enemy assets, is likely to change rapidly
defined message forms which are relevant to the needs of and hence mission planning systems are generally coupled t) a
itssion planning in terms of gathering pertinent data from the communications net from which update information can he

various battlefield areas. In addition to the protocol obtained. The types of data likely to be used in future systems
interopcrability. there must be some common communications are listed in Table 5- .
media available at the planning sites in order to obtain the
necessary planning data. This translates into common 5.2.1. Geographic and Meteoroholcal Data.
communications equipment such as radios and frequency
allocations, facsimile, and possibly a common language, etc. Terrain data has historically been available in map form.

typically at scales of 1:50,000 or greater. This is being
Physical interoperability implies a nrultitude of common superseded by digital data that. in some areas, provides
characteristics which must be satisfied. In terms of mission resolution approximatel, equivalent itn it 50.lX ) scale map, that
planning this relates to common planning hardware, databases, is sufficient for most planning purposes lowcver, it ntust often
maps. etc., However, paramount, is how a variety of different be supplemented by more accurate altitude data in those areas
systems interface with one another and how the ultimate output where very low flying is planned, e.g.. in the target area.
from the mission planner interfaces with the aircraft and how the
variety if different aircraft can utilize the different mission Cultural features are also shown on maps; and include railways
planning systems which will populate the future battlefield. The roads, towns etc. Most of these are being included on digital
standardization of a common Data Transfer Cartridge (DTC) is data bases and mos will require to be updated fairli



infrequently. It should be noted, however, that sonic features the mission, especially the characteristics of the airciaft
that are critical to aircraft operation and to mission planning platforms, their weapons, and their avionics systems. For the
may not be reliably represented on data bases; examples of these most part, these characteristics will require inmquent updating.
are tall structures such as chimneys, and power cables and although the characteristics of individual aircraft (eg rcasurd
masts. Both terrain and cultural data may also exist in the form engine performance) may need to be updated at a higher rate
of images obtained from reconnaissance aircraft and satellites. Information on numbers of aircraft and weapons. teir status ald
This can provide much higher resolution than the digital data availability is also important in planning and %sill require
referred to above, which can be particularly useful in generating frequent updating in a wartime scenario.
visual scenes, for example of potential target areas. Current
systems have only a limited capability for fusing together the For land-based aircraft the airfields that can be used are well

information available in digital and image form; as listed in established, but some types of helicopter and fixed wing aIrTraft

6.1.2. future systems may be expected to be much improved in may operate from remote sites whose characteristics and

this respect, location must be known. Fot aircraft and helicopters based oin
ships the ship position (and anticipated position during the

Meteorological data has always been of high importance to duration of the mission) must be available to the planning
mission planning. It will be most useful in the form of systM.
predictions, and hence cannot be derived directly from sensors The status of the aiecrew is an important parameter in mission
but requires additional intelligent judgement to be applied in planning, although characterization of individual crews is not

merging the weather data that wdl be available from a range of easily quantifiable and it is unlikely that this can he input to a
sources. A network exists that is dedicated to the supply of mission planning system except as a judgement made by human
weather data to NATO operational units; much of the data is operators.
currently handled manually and improved capabilities to
manipulate, display and apply this data are currently being Mission planning systems are normally used as a method for
implemented. loading data into an aircraft before a mission begins, some ,iaui

may be required for this purpose that is not necessary in a strict
planning sense. Examples m this category are: frequencies to be

5.22. Data on Friendly Assets, used for radio commurucation during the mission. IFF codings.

Much of the data listed in Table 5-1 is in the form of numerical and weapon fusing and aiming data-
information on the physical assets that will be deployed during

TABLE 5-1. Data used in mission planning systems.

Required for Outputs from Additional Data
Pre-Flight MPS to the Required for
Planning Aircraft In Flight MPS

Geographieal & Meteorological

Terrain a

Cultural Features

Image Data (e.g., Photographic)
Weather Data a Update

Data an Friendly Assets

Anafields/Aircraft Carriers *

Aircraft

Type Data a

Individual Aircraft Data *

Vulnerability Model *

Aircraft Status a

Crew Status a

Weapons Characteristics

IFF & Comm *

Other Assets a a Update

Data on Missions aiaud 1cies

Pre-planned Missions

Corridors/Routea/IPs a a

Tactics and Rules of Engagement a

Data on Exemy Assets

Threat Data (Aircraft) a

Threat Data (Weapons)

Threat Locations a Update
Tactics a

Target Locations a Update
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5.6. E:RG.ONOMICS. At present. deconflictiiot between forLcs and betCla-c 1C U

covered by secondary conditio~ns as stated in the Atr Ta-sk

Pi'c ccnd generation of mit Sott planning systems now being Message (ATM); examples are, tme constratits lile titneon-

dlevelorped are far more amibitious itt their scope anud size. This target. special routings tACOs), and communication firequcw
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time-consuming. If at all, the present emerging systemts only
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Faimiliarity for the users is enhanced by the use of familiar deconfliction depend on the mission phase, (eg.. take off.
,: it 'logy and planning techniques, A well designed user inrsatceesolndg)
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5.9. MISSION REHEARSAL. will becorne important for future systems as in flight mission

planning systems become integrated into the avionics of military
A level of mission rehearsal capability is embedded in all aircraft.

metging mission planning systems. However, in most -ass, It

is restricted to diplaying photographic or sensor images of
portions of the mission. particularly in the area of the target. In 5.9. GROWTH POTENTIAl.
s,ne cases, mission planning systems have the the capacity to
generate static terrain images from digital terrain data that can The growth potential of emerging systems can be discussed in

be viewed from different orientations. For some systems (e.g., three different categories. First, emerging systems tend to have

TAMI'S) rehearsal is an integrated part of the planning process; the capability be linked to C
3 

networks. This will speed up the

once the mission has been planned, rehearsal is used in an data gathering process during plan preparation because the latest

iterative process to opt.nize the mission with respect to attrition intelligence informatini will be readily available. C
3 

networks

and survivability. may also be used to transmit pre-planned missions coming from
a higher level in the command structure.

Some mission planning systems provide the capebility to

simulate the mission; the simulation can be run at various speeds A second extension to rn on planning systems is the ability to

(e.g., slower than real-time, real-time, faster than real-time). couple them with knowledge-based systems that may assist the

This allows the crew to become familiar with the most critical pilot in the pre-flight computation of the mission plan and

phlses of the mission by rehearsing faster than real-time in the exploring alternatives.

noncritical mission phases and rehearsing real-time in the Finally, emerging systems tend to use commercial hardware to
,ritical phases. Currently, no mission planning system has the support mission planning systems. This allows the systems tocapability msf performing mission simulation in real-time while

benefit from new hardware and software upgrades thus allowing
-rosio ing 3D bird's eye terrain images. This capability is their capability to evolve into the future.

ex c,!ed to be important for future systems. Input of unplanned
events ti mission rehearsal simulations is not yet a feature of the
emerging mission planning systems. However, this capability



Chapter 6
Future Mission Planning Systems

The requirements of future mission planning systems will 6.1.2.1. Geoeraohical and Meteoroloeical Data

remain fundamentally the same as for emerging systems. Future systems are likely to have increased capability to
However, the demands made upon their capabilities may represent to the aircrew the visual scene from the aircraft as it
increase as demands upon the weapon system as a whole flies through the mission, particularly during critical phases such
increase due to the presence of more capable threats. as operating in the target area. This implies that the terrain and
Furthermore, whole requirements may alter as experience is cultural data must have higher resolution then is currently
gained with the emerging mission planning systems. available. It is becoming possible to integrate together such data

Developing technologies such as Al will be employed to reduce with image data obtained from satellite or aircraft

crew work load by increasing the level of automation. The reconnaissance, and the storage and processing of such data will

increased automation capability of the mission planning system become an increasingly important pan of future systems. Image

will require careful consideration to ensure that the division of data to be used in this way will be of long term validity and will

tasks between the operator and machine is optimal. This be stored in a library in the form of photographs; other data will

Section reviews the criteria identified as important for both be of transient value and will require to be sorted and processed

ground-based and in-flight automated mission plannming systems. very rapidly after being obtained from satellite or
reconnaissance aircraft missions.

6.1. GROUND-BASED MISSION PLANNING. 6.1.2.2. Dataon Friendly Assets.

Little change is expected in this area.

6.1.1. Interoperabllity.

The lack of proper interoperability characteristics is a major 6.1.2.3. Data on Missions and Tactics

impediment to the use of current mission planning systems The move towards increasing capability for automation of the
within the context of combined NATO forces or NATO planning process implies that tactics will have to be represented
operations. Because these characteristics are not fully available in a formal way, that can be used in rle-based computations.
in current and emerging systems, it is not possible for aiscrafi 6.1.2.4. Data on Eemy Assets.
front one NATO country to use facilities available at other
NATO country airfields. The significance of this lack of The need for rapid updating of information on the enemy's

oteroperability has been recognized by NAFAG who have set mobile assets implies that in some cases the communication and

up aseries of meetings to discuss and resolve the problem, filtering process may take so long that the information's validity
may be seriously degraded. In such cases it may be appropriate

There appears to be no fundamental reason why, in future to consider direct commutication links between the mission
systems, a much greater degree of interoperability could not be planning system and reconnaissance sources. Information flow
provided. As noted in 5.1. this would require the adaptation and of this type will always require stime elements of filtering and
maintenance of standards for mission planning hardware and collation and increasingly this will becone possible within the
software interfaces. In addition, the adoption of common mission planning system itself.
hunman stanlards for formats. keyboards, displays, etc., would
be highly desirable if the performance of visiting aircrew in the 6.13. Communkatlon.
mnisswn planning process is not to be degraded. National
seositivtties may preclude the full integration of all the MPS Communications will continue to be a critical area it,
festures into a NATO mission planning standard, but it should determining the required characteristics of future mission

be possible to provide a basic "minimum standard" of planning systems. The capability of ground-based, air.,orne and
t ipabilities that would allow the essential function of planning spacebome sensors to gather data on the enemy's assets is likely
in. loading mission data to be prepared. For such basic to increase, with the correspondtig need to process and
fiw ltoss it may be desirable to use commercially available. distribute the data to the ground based mission plansning

oisi system software that could be hosted on a range if host stations. This distribution will form part (if the toital communi
oinpiters cations, coninsand, and control structure that will be needed for

the operation of airbome assets. Such a structure will be

6.1.2. Database. required to operate with some performance degradation, even
when elements are malfunctioning or non-functioning due to

lI1 ,lest ription given in 5.2 of the data used in current and damage titlicted by the enemy. It may also x- necessary to
Itierging mission planning systems is generally applicable to hase the capability to relocate the mission planning function
the requirements for future missiin planning systems. Hut the iithi the C

3 
netwotk it) allot, for damage to local mnis ion

rtprveinents isn computer power, data storage capabilities and planning workstations or to the corrninticatittn links. "The
in the techniques of artificial intelligence and rule based current practice of loading dati into the aircraft bN the use if

citniputtng all suggest 'hat some future growth in database cartridges needs to be re examinedl in this context
ruqurements is ltkely The following Sections suggest areas of

tI.nge as s3omparld with the equivalent Set tions 5 2 1 to 5 24.

h + LlllI I IIII II



6.1.4. Time. 6.1.6. Ergonomics.

Mission plaining is a process that takes time. In most military 6.1.6.1. Introduction.
scenarios, time will be in very short supply. It is therefore
critical that future mission planning systems enable the mission Based upon our evaluation of current mission planning systems,
planner to generate missions within the time constraints imposed the following observations can be made.
by the prevailing tactical situation. (1) There is still a large reliance on maps, pens. and paper.

Time constraints imposed upon the planning process are (2) The integration of pertinent mission information is still
primarily a function of the mission. Referring to the four largely a manual task performed by the aircrew.
missions that were reviewed in Section 2.1, recall that for some
tactical missions (e.g.. deep interdiction,) the time available for (3) The manual aspects of mission planning are important
mission planning is measured in hours, while for other missions as a mission rehearsal function in that the process

(e.g., close-air support,) the time available for mission planning itself provides the aircrew with a detailed appreciation

is measured in minutes. Even within the same mission class, the of many facets of the mission. With highly automated
systems. this appreciation may be lost, particularly if

amount of time available for planning can vary from mission to no means for an in depth examination of the plan or for
mission. For example. for the close-air support mission the time some form of mission rehearsal are provided.
available to plan can range from 2 to 30 minutes depending on
the tactical situation. (4) Much time is spent on entering relatively mundane

information, such as communication frequencies,
There are two basic approaches for guaranteeing that mission waypoint coordinates. etc.
planning can be performed within the time constraints imposed (5) Mission plans constructed over a period of time tend to
by the mission. be more sophisticated than those done in hurry. As a

(1) Guarantee that the mission planning system can always consequence some of the more elaborate features that
generate a plan in less time than the worst case would improve combat effectiveness and survivability

situation. are lost when there is only a limited time available for
planning. Furthermore, re-planning in-flight cannot be

(2) Make the mission planning system flexible, so that the done to the same level of sophistication, with the same
time required to generate a mission plan can vary, consequences.

The first approach has two major defects. First of all it assumes Based upon our evaluation of the emerging mission planning
that a worst case (minimum time) scenario can be identified for technologies the following observations can be made.
each mission. If for example we assume that for the close air-
support mission there will always be 5 minutes available to plan (1) The pen and paper tasks are diminishing.
the mission, we are in deep trouble if we are ever faced with a (2) There is a definite move toward the use of more
situation in which there is only 4 minutes to plan. The second centralized databases that support the integration of
approach is more flexible It allows the mission planner to spend information and facilitate coordinated planning.
more time planning the mission when time is available
(theoretically enabling the planner to do a better job) and yet is (3) Facilities for a limited form of mission rehearsal and(theorcalbly oenraing e isio plan enieisalbet terjob nd , for the preview of important intelligence information
still capable of generating a mission plan when time is limited. (e.g., FLIR and radar imagery) are emerging as
Of the two approaches, the second is the more desirable. Future important feature of some systems.
mission planning systems should provide the capability to
function in variable planning time. (4) There is clearly a reduction in the manual tasks

associated with the entry of radio frequencies, safe
corridors, IFF codes, etc.

6.1.5. Flexibility. (5) Emerging systems enable a reduction in mission

Flexibility will continue to be a critical area for design of future planning times on the gtiund and uaosfer i...ities
mission planning systems (MPS). Future systems will need (cassette or direct link) have been developed that can
increased focus on the software interface that links the system rapidly transfer this information into on-board systems.

user to application software via hardware interfaces, i.e., (6) In-flight mission planning systems are still at the
displays and controls. The importance of the software interface laboratory stage.
is underscored by the fact that a modern hardware interface is
driven by software, and that the software is the medium for The key feature with significance for the future is the move
dialogue between the user and the application system. The toward computer based systems, that will place reliance upon

function of the software interface is to recognize events at the some form of centralized database. From the human factors
hardware interface and at the applications interface; then, standpoint there are consequently two significant aspects that
translate these events from one side of the interface to the other, will affect the development of future systems; these are:

Research focused on the development of design guidelines to (1) The importance of ensuring that the user's needs are
insure compatibility of software interface features (e.g., device adequately represented during the system design
handlers, event presenters/recognizers, dialogue controllers, and process.
data filters) with MPS goals and user characteristics is essential (2) The importance of establishing the relevant criteria
for improved speed and accuracy of MPS use as well as to upon which to b:.se the interface design.
facilitate adaptation of MPS to situational demands.

The latter aspect is of great importance. It is likely that future
systems will be highly capable, with a variety of features and
with potentially some form of decision making capability. The
success of the whole system in such circumstances will he
impacted by the design of the user interface.



6.1.6.2. Criteria. unambiguous way. Symbols and icons must be self
evident in their meaning.

A short description is provided of some of the criteria that
should be taken into account in the design of a user-oriented (7) Error Detection and Correction, The automation of

interface. Despite the differences between the human-machine certain mission planning tasks will not reduce the
interfaces of the on-ground and in-flight mission planning occurrence of operator errors. It is therefore desirablethat the system be designed to both reduce the
systems, the interfaces should be designed as parts of a total occurrence of errors as well as be fault tolerant. For
system, The criteria utilized to develop both interfaces should example, all manual actions should be able to be
remain valid across interface designs, but may drive the design changed and the user should be able to view the
toward different mechanizations due to the operating consequences of such actions. The user, via his
environments of the on-ground and in-flight mission planning cognitive model, should be able to predict the
systems. Characteristics of the two operating environments that consequences of each action and where necessary
are different include speed of mission re-planning, vulnerability, update his model. The system should be able to

number of concurrent tasks, etc. validate inputs and highlight those that ae incorrect,
while aiding in their correction (although this would

(1) Levels of Automation. The level of automation should depend on the form of the error). This form of input
be based upon a general principle of "human- verification can be utilized at higher levels by use of
automation compatibility". This principle states that expert systems techniques that would, in collaboration
monitoring and control functions should be with other systems, analyze the feasibility of a
dynamically balanced based upon the workload , command and verify and monitor the consistency of
capabilities, and tasking of the operator. The levels decisions. An "undo facility should be provided so
must differentiate between preflight and in-flight tasks, that the user can easily recover from an unintended

(2) Capability to react Quicklv to a variety of inputs. The operation.

mission planning systems should provide at all times (8) W In mission planning systems that
rapid access to any of the information held on the utilize formalized knowledge and artificial intelligence
database to which the user has authorized access. This techniques, different emphasis may be applied to rules
means that the system should be able to process in or parameters to affect the outcome of planning. The
parallel commands coming from different inputs, such weighting must be easily changed.
as a keyboard, a mouse.a trackball, a touch-screen, or a
voice input. 6.1.7. Deconflictlon.

(3) M The specific requirement is for a menu At present only intra force deconfliction on spacing between
driven interface as opposed to command driven. Menu
type interfaces require only a short learning period for aircraft (and fragmentation of their weapons) and between

the user to become proficient. A potential drawback, aircraft and cruise missiles is handled in pre-flight mission

however, is that experienced users can find the planning systems. Deconfliction across nations (and even
interface slow and tedious unless careful design allows across services, e.g.. Army. Navy. Air Force) is performed by
the interface to adapt to use by experienced users, higher command and control echelons. Future dc,.elipments
Some tasks, e.g., entry of meteorological data, are may well incorporate these capabilities into wing level mission
more suited to form filling type dialogues. WIMP type planning systems as well
interfaces should be able to combine different forms of
interface where appropriate to the task and user. Feedback of mission plans to higher command an, contrt,!

Menus should help the user know where he is in the echelons must be an essential requirement for future systems a,
planning process, back up easily to previous steps as only then can deconfliction be pCrformed b, i diidua!
needed, and start over quickly from the beginning as planning systems ithout the requirernesti, inirfae v.ii0
desired. command and control elements. Because of the rapidly

(4) uick and consistent Feedhac. The user should be changing situations on the battlefield, deconfliction with other

given the opportunity to interrupt his task to obtain force.; is only .. ssible if last minute updates can e made in

feedback on the tasks completed. This means that the flight via lTlDS or Mills type systems.
interface should be able to display the results of the
sub tasks, under the control of the user. 6.1.8. Mission Rehearsal.

is) Transparency. This criterion concerns the user under- The capability to rehearse the planned mission or a single
standing of the process that produces the automated segment as soon as its planned can be considered as an optional
planning solutions. This means that the interface feature, but a minimum rehearsal capability should be included
should display, on request, the respective relationships as a basic function, particularly the capability of exantmining the
between the solutions and Ae rationale by which they asi

were derived. Therefore the user should be able to mission or its segments to verify (auiomatially us far as
understand the decision process, by being able to possible, but always under operator's control) that no mistakes
understand and evaluate the rules and knowledge that are presents in the final plan. This feature could be defined as
the systems uses. Furthermore, the interface should
reflect the intentions of the user by representing the Add friendly interactive debugging capability Mission

mental schema or model of the user, rehearsal can be aimed to other two obectives

(6) Reduction of Semantic Distance. This is the cognitive - mission optimization, through the possible idenifi
model and control that the user has of the decision cation of bettcr solutions
making process by which the system derives its crew training for that specific mission.
solutions. It is essential that this model matches that of
the machine process to reduce the workload demand The Pre-Flight mission planning system might consist of several
imposed on information interpretation and error rapidly reconfigurable cockpits that would serve as workstatiors
reduction. The system should be transparent and the
rules should be represented on the interface in an for non-flight activities as well as cockpit structures for mission



rehearsal. It is conceivable that this cockpit would allow the * the mission planning operator
pilot to interactively plan his mission in a workstation
environment, fly the mission just planned from take-off, the pilot (may not be the same person)
interrupt the mission in mid-course to change some parameters, a senior pilot/advisor
return to the mission rehearsal mode to complete the mission,
re-fly the mission from Lake-off to landing, and then produce the and by an automatic evaluator that applying general roles should
mission data cartridge to be taken to the aircraft. Several be able to rate the different solutions in terms of effectiveness,
cockpiLs would be required to support multiple aircraft flying survivability. etc.
the same mission. Mission planning and mission rehearsal
could be performed simultaneously with all pilots. 6.1.8.3- Rehal for Training,

6181. Mission Plan Debuggine. Mission rehearsal shall also be used for training crews. In this
case it can take place in a wide range of different forms.

Errors that can affect the final mission plan can be of different Synthetic generation of images of what the crew is going to see
types: both out of the window and on the aircraft displays (radar. IR,

* Wrong Inout Data. Wrong data can either be included i LLTV. etc.), integrated when possible with real images from

the data bases used for planning or be input manually by any available source is of course an important support to

the operator. training for that mission, as well as for the study of optimized
solutions, as discussed before.

1vnal mL Qfl . some general statements that are
considered during the planning process could be not Another important form of training is for the crew to familiarize
applicable to some specific cases, with the sequence of actions and with the timing of that

particular mission; for this purpose the planned mission could be
A stepwise mission rehearsal procedure that automatically flown automatically - in terms of basic aircraft control - in a
verifies congruity of evolving mission status, submitting on CPS (cockpit procedure simulator) whilst the crew interacts with

operators request criteria and data used and flexible enough to cockpit displays and controls and becomes familiar with sensors
easily accept any change for re-planning could be a useful management, communications, weapons selections, attack
debugging tool. Extensive use should be made of pictorial procedures, etc.
displays and easy input media to allow quick and safe execution
of this phase. The ultimate step of training could be to perform the whole

mission in a full mission simulator where it could take place
6.1.8.2. Mission Outimization exactly as planned or where a number of possible changes and

unforeseen situations could occur, including those requiring in
The achievable level of optmizaton is probably dependant on flight re-planning of the mission itself.
the time available for this phase. The optimization can be
addressed to factors like:

6.1.9. Growth Potential.
reduction of risk exposure Requirements for future mission planning systems are broken

reduction of pilots workload and possible errors down into four categories. Regarding hardware, new mission
planming systems should use standard commercial hardware

reduction of acive signature (emissions) adapted to military needs, to allow easy evolution and continuity
reduction of mission time of hardware, software, and interoperability. Artificial

Intelligence should have a role in future mission planning
increase of attack effectiveness systems. Libraries of missions should be maintained in order to

reuse parts of a mission that have already been generated.
economy of expendables (including fuel) Finally future mission planning systems should not be thought

improvement of deconfliction of as ground-based systems, but as parts of a more complex
structure including in-flight mission planning systems.

integration with other missions on the same or adjacent

target (s)

improvement of flight safety. 62. AIRBORNE MISSION PLANNING,

The Mission Planning function is conventionally thought of as
Automatic computation of suh parameters, when possible, being a pre-flight activity that is performed at a work station that
should take place during the planning phase and mean to is separated from the aircraft. However, the concet of i-night
parametrically evaluate them during rehearsal should be issprtdfotharcftHwerheonptfinlgton-board mission planning is not new. In current aircraft after
provided. A 3D color graphic display should provide a the arcrew boards that aircraft. changes to the planned mission
computer generated out of the window scene prediction from the aeoardshat aifcng the plannd miscan be accomplished by modifying the planning data as it iv
view-points on the planned flight path that can be moved and entered into the avionics system or by editing the data after it
steered around. has been loaded into the avionics. The modification of planning

This facility is desirable for target, visual route points, critical data by the aircrew, or re-planning, is on-board mission
areas, etc. Simultaneously, when applicable, on board sensors planning, and, if it is don- while airborne, the modification can
displays should be replicated showing sensor images prediction. be considered in-flight on-board mission planning. In the
A digitized images storage capacity should also be provided, to future, the capabilities of the in-flight on-board mission
allow real photographs to be reviewed, when available. In this planning function can be greatly extended in terms of
context, the mission or portions of it could be virtually "flown" functionality and capacity. In-flight on-board mission planning
in an operator controlled slow/fast/real time and reviewed by: differs from pre-flight mission planning in that the ciatbility of



future in-flight on-board mission planning system will be aircraft, the operation of the mission planning system would be
tailored to the constraints imposed by the flight environment, controlled by switches placed on the stick and throttle. The
such as time pressures on the aircrew, limited space and power system would allow for limited mission rehearsal (i.e. for air-to-
availability, number of aircrew members, and the use of flight ground, a target ni in sequence) and would permit the pilot to
qualified control and display devices. Mission planning for interactively control the remaining portion of the flight. The
dynamic" tactical missions, such as close air support. may system wou!d present options to the pilot for selection and

require advanced in-flight re-planning on-board the aircraft to would allow the pilot to manipulate tactical decisions and
effectively perform the mission or to even make the mission outcomes and not require the pilot to mentally compute items
possible. such as fuel remaining or ordnance delivery requirements. The

system would via a data link receive changes in the threat
6.2.1. In-Filght Interoperablllty, environment and the mission status of other friendly aircraft as

well as transmitting aircraft mission status to the other friendly
It is expected that future in-flight mission planning systems will aircraft. Increased in-flight planning and re-planning capability
be implemented as integral parts of the avionics suites of the could require more communication with differing security
aircraft in which they are fitted. Consequently, interoperability requirements.

will be restricted to ensuring that the necessary mission planning
information is available, and that the resultant plans can be
rapidly disseminated to applicable friendly forces. 62.4. In-Flight Time Tsues.

Communication issues, as noted in Section 6.2.3. are therefore In-flight planning will require faster computations of planning
of major significance. For single-seat tactical aircraft, parameters and simplified control and display utilization than
particularly, it will be necessary to minimize the workload pre-flight operations.
associated with establishing the communication links in-flight.
and the need to maintain security and covermess will inhibit theamout ofdataexchnge.6.2.5. In-Flight Flexibility Issues.
amount cof data exchange.

The flexibility required of the in-flight mission planning system

will be both greater and lesser than that required for the ground
based system. The interface to the pil'-: be more

-he data generated by the pre-flight mission planner and loaded automated, and thus provide fewer options to the pilot, it must
into the aircraft prior to commencement of the mission is usually be flexible in its solutions to planning situations. If the in flight

that necessary to execute both the mission and a few pre- systems always responds in a predictable fashion to enemy
planned alternatives. This will include a significant part, but not actions, for instance, the enemy can utilize this predictability
all, of the total data available to the pre-flight mission planning against the friendly forces.
system. Table 5-1 shows the information that is typically output
from the pre-flight mission planning system that will include 6.2.6. In-Flight Ergonomi Isue
routes, timings, IP, fuel load etc.

If a degree of re planning is to be carried out in flight. additional 6-26.1 Manamement ofCockuit Priorities

information will need to be loaded into the aircraft for in-flight Mission re-planning in-flight has to he managed and put into
use. The amount of additional information will be directly relationship with the other cockpit activities in order to avoid
related to the extent of re planning allowed for. It is unlikely dangerous interferences. Any significant breakdown in the
that additional geographic or weather data would be required, mission has important implications for the pilot's activites, The
except that, for missions of long duration, a weather update may pilot is rapidly involved in the cognitive task of updating his
become available and useful. Updates on the disposition of mental schema and his current situational priorities. When re
friendly assets may also be used. planning must occur the coordination of activities is based on a

careful balance between two different rezqiirements, namely the
It will be seen from Table 5 - that no data on missions and rapid evaluation of what has to be changed tn the plan and the
tactics need be loaded into the aircraft if re-planning is not continuation of critical activities in the cockpit.
required, but if re planning is to be carried out in-flight then data
on available corridors and IPs will need to be updated in flight. An automated planning system can fruitfully assist this

Siorilari5, as well as carrying and receiving updated information coordination task either by accelerating the process or by
iiil enemy threats and target, the in-flight re-planner will need intelligently augmenting pilot capabilities.
to use available knowledge on enemy tactics.

6.2.6.2. Re-olannine Decision Aids.
The aniount of additional data that will be required is thus

relatively small and unlikely to present a problem in terms of It is possible for the in-flight mission planner to evaluate

strage There could, however, be substantial difficulties in objectively the thresholds that suggest whether to change the

providing satisfactory data updates in-flight. particularly as planned mission once it has been started. Objective evaluation

information on enemy movements may be of uncertain quality, is the result of rules, usually not explicitly stated in reference

The correlation and filtering that is normally carried out on the manuals and in Air Force regulations but learned by the pilots

groind may not be within the capability of the air-rew in flight, during the training process. These rules help the pilot to decide.

and the quality of in flight re planning may be seriously for example, hcw to cope with overcoming threats that might

degraded by inaccurate information, affect the mission, how to face emergencies without
compromising safety limits. etc. It is a direct derivation of the
known limits of: the type of aircraft, the complexity and the

6.2.3. In-Flight Communication Issuer. timing of the mission and. more generally, any important

The In Flight part of the mission planning system would be an constraints evaluated as necessary for the success of the mission

integral part of the on-board avionics system, In a single place
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The existence of these limits gives rise to careful consideration Another relevant point to be carefully considered in the design
on how to utilize them during the design process. This may be of airborne mission planning systems is that displays and
some sort of automated assistance that relieves the pilot of pars controls have to be appropriate to the pilot's operational needs.
of this decision task. The important point is. however. that the This means that corsistency between the philosophy of
pilot might find himself uncertain while deciding whether the information presentation and the philosophy of automated
plan has to be changed and to what extent. Predictions of the assistance is of primary importance.
implications of re-planning should be made available to the pilot
along with explanations of how those predictions were obtained. The modes of control on mission planning tasks and subtasks

could be modified in real-time according to the task time-load.

6,7 6.3. Monitorine Plannine Decisions.. In fact, time available and subjective time appraisal to perform
tasks seem to be the two pertinent criteria pilots use to share

An important consideration in the mission planning process is these attentive resources among subtasks. It is thus preferred
that changes to one segment of the mission will have that automation assistance also be determined on the basis of
implications for the entire mission. An important example is such criteria.
time-over-target. Time-over-target is one of the constraints that
must be maintained even when the decision to change the
planned mission has to be taken, unless it results from a new 6.2.7. In-Flight Deonflctlon Issues.

battlefield situation. Changes in a mission plan will require some aspects to be
disseminated to other aircraft in the air and to groiund-base.

Given the unpredictablc timing of the arrival of the information mission planning systems to permit deconfliction. This is
that may cause the plan to change (i.e., it can arrive early during especially true of airborne aircraft in the same general area.
the mission but also at an advanced stage) it is even more Deconfliction may be done on the other aircraft in an automated
important Lhan in on-ground plaring that in flight the pilot will way o reduce aircrew workload. it is possible that the plan of
be able to select the desired level and possibly method of one aircraft is dependent on the actions of a second aircraft.
interaction with the planning system. It is critical that the This functional coupling requires a decision process and
automated assistance is adaptive, taking into account, on one communications system capable of disseminating the revised in-
side. the level of detail the pilot wants to explore the flight mission plans to the appropriate aircraft.
implications of the modification.

6.2.6.4. Disnlav and Control of Planning Results. 6,2.8. In-Flight Mission Rehearsal.

The decision to modify significantly a plan might imply a It is likely that in most tactical aircraft, in-flight mission
change in the level of complexity of the mission. The timr rehearsal would not be utilized in an actual mission context. In-
available to insert new data, to make evaluations necessary to flight mission rehearsal may have a place before take-off, during
change the plan and to establish a new route might not be engine run-up and pre-flight if time permits. During the flight,
sufficient to accomplish the further task of verifying the plan. the only potential use of mission rehearsal might be for
For example, the pilot's selected route to the target might be embedded training, but this is only for peace-time training and
affected. Given the short time resources, plan review is often not in an actual mission context.
not permitted.

6.2.9. in-FlIghb Decoofllction Issues.
An airborne mission planning system may detect and correct

errors or make a quick evaluation of the trade offs among The growth potential for in-flight mission planning is only a
different routes. Of course, the pilot may not accept solutions fraction of the growth potential for pre-flight, ground based
and suggestions without having a clear understanding of how systems. Any modifications u, the airborne avionics must be
they have been reached, validated before it is released to the fleet and this testing is more

complex, and rigorous than its ground based counterparL



Chapter 7
Conclusions for Phase One

The major focus of the Phase One effort was to assess the AMPA United Kingdom RA.F
current state of mission planning technology in the various
NATO countries. Our objective was to identify the existing AMPS U.S. Army
capabilities, both strengths and weaknesses of current mission
planning technology. We set out to achieve this objective by

c a c! 3f performance characteristics and the. • CINNA 3 French Air Force
proceeded to assess both existing mission planning procedures • CIRCE 2000 French Air Force
and emerging mission planning systems using the performance
characteristics. • MARPLES Italian Air Force

A review of the mission requiremens for four tactical aircraft TAMPS U.S. Navy
missions (air defense, close-air support, air interdiction, and
attack helicopter) lead to the development of nine performance • TEAMS U.S. Navy
characteristics. The characteristics are: In general these emerging mission planning systems are built

(1) Interoperability around a computer workstation coupled with a high-resolution
color graphics monitor. Although capabilities vary from system(2) Database to system most of the emerging systems provide the following

(3) Communication capabilities:

(4) Time . Digital map displays.

(5) Flexibility * Threat overlays.

(6) Ergonomics Automated computation of fuel consumption and ETA

(7) Deconfliction at each waypoint.

(E) Mi , Rchcar=al X.icL ,put ,. aypui- using a mouse. tracKnall or

(9) Growth Potential joystick

Route planning functions that perform intervisibility
These characteristics were then used to evaluate the missionto generate e safest routes.
planning procedures currently being used for the four aircraft
missions described above. The major conclusion from this Large mission plan-ring databases of that include: digita.
investigation was: terrain elevation data (DTED); operational and pilot

reports; weather data; threat locations; and locations of
- Existing mission planning procedures are extremely friendly and enemy forces.

labor intensive. Much of the planning is done using
grease pencils and paper maps; fuel and timing Hand held cartridges for transfering mission planning
calculations must be performed by hand; and mission data into the aircraft.
related data must often be entered into the aircraft by
hand. In addition the following capabilities, although less common,

were provided in some of the systems:
It became clear that mission planning doctrine and technology
has lagged far behind many of the aircraft technology • Radar, satellite, and IR imagery of the target area.

dzvclopmrenis since World W *. • Real-time and faster than real-time mission rehearsal.

Most of the NATO countries have also come to this conclusion Deconfliction.
as our investigation of emerging mission planning technologies
revealed a large number of efforts underway to develop During this analysis, a major observation that came out of the
computer-based mission planning systems. After reviewing the Phase One effort was that the focus for the emerging planning
existing mission planning procedures the Working Group systems is on ground-based, pre-flight planning technology.
proceeded with the major effort for Phase One: the investigation Limited effort is currently in progress to develop in-flight
of these emerging mission plarming systems. This investigation mission planning systems. The Working Group felt that in-
looked at a wide cross section of emerging mission planning flight planning capabdity will become increasingly important
systems from a variety of NATO countries including: for future mission planning systems. A number of in-flight

capabilities were identified that will be addressed in Phase Two
AAFMPS U.S. Air Force (See Chapter 8).



Chapter 8
Potential Phase Two Topics

8.1. INTRODUCTION. ilnRenl. The primary function of mission rehearsal is

The Working Group's Phase One studies concentrated upon to increase mission effectiveness by allowing the aircrew to

current and emerging systems and hence were largely concerned become more familiar with all or part of the mission

with systems that carry out the planning task in workstations on (specifically the critical parts) that is currently being planned.

the ground, before commencement of the flight. Phase Two will Mission rehearsal can also be used to test the ability of an

be directed towards future possibilities and will assess both the aircrew to perform a mission that was planned by another crew.

potential value of new systems in the context of specific An aircrew may test its ability to perform a given plan while the

operational scenarios and the resea,,b and development to bring mission rehearsal system may acquire some characteristics of

them into use. Future systems can be envisioned that the aircrew to be integrated in the mission planning system.

conceptually will be much less constrained than present systems In order for mission rehearsal to be effective, it should provide
and may consist of networks in which some mission planming the user with fixed or moving imagery of different types (visual
capability may be based and installed within the aircraft. It also radar. IR. computer-generated, etc.) and should offer more or
appears likely that mission planning and re-planning will be less realistic or detailed views according to collected data and
carried out both before commencement of a mission and after le es. a ccording to oecrew such a
takeoff. aircrew needs. According to the goal of the aircrew, such a

system would offer different levels of interaction ranging from

In the remainder of Chapter 8 are listed the topics that the previewing images or mission phases, to full interaction with an

working Group identified during Phase One as being potentially aircraft simulation, allowing the crew to test alternative paths to

worthy of study in Phase Two and consistent with the wider the target or avoidance maneuvers in the case of new threats.

concepts outlined above. It will be seen that the list is a long Mission rehearsal may be used at any step in the planning
one (although not necessarily exhaustive), indicating that there
are many possibilities for expansion of the role of future mission process in order to test a just computed critical phase or at the
planning systems beyond their present capabilities. The topics end of the planning process to review part or all of 'he mission

planingsysemsbeynd teirpreentcapbiliies Th toics The rehearsal itself should be able to run at different tales.
have not been arranged in any order of priority; it will be the
task of Phase Two to assess their relative importance and slower than real-time for examining critical phases, real-time for
perhaps to add further topics as the study progresses. evaluating workload or time pressures, to faster than real-time

prastadftsf rough ution r for n-flight.

8.2. SYSTEM CONCEPTS. 83. SYSTEM TECHNIQUES.

Distributed Mission Plannine Process, The mission plan or Its Data FilteringlFusion. Filtering and fusion of data for riission
modifications can be the result of a process involving several
stations and responsibilities both before and after mission planning systems is required to reduce the total amount of

information and combine (different) information from different
launch. The resulting plan can be in this way very effective, up- sorces and omine iffrat) d ati

to-date and reliable, provided the system upstream of the final sources and to eliminate inaccurate data.

output is tolerant and flexible. Data Protection, In-flight on-board planning on the basis of

Dynamic Prediction of Battle Evolution. This may be possible externally supplied data (or plans), or pre-flight planning (in the
if intelligence data is available and the system has a real-time basis of data from external sources, requires that the mission
war-ganing capability; A n techniques are foreseen to e one planner have access to highly sensitive information. The storage

wargamng apailiy; l tchnque ar foesen t beone of this data in a mission planning system has lo be such that ,1z7

method of achieving this capability. Such prediction capability data is:

can be useful in collecting appropriate information and in setting
up databases to meet possible re-plaaning needs and to adopt Automatically destroyed after a crash (or capture) in the
proper tactics, case of an ona-board system, and

lnteroerabilitv, This concept has already been investigated protected against unauthorized access in the case of a

during Phase One of the Working Group but the interest shown ground-based mission planning system.
by NATO on this topic indicates that further examination is still
required. In particular, the concept of distributed mission Comuniucation. The concept of a networked (griund-based

planning processes working within a C
3 

network raises many and/or airborne) mission planning system and data sources

inter-operability issues. implies communication links between workstations. Though the
availability of communication is increasing, (e.g.. satellites)

Airborne Mission Planning The concept of modular avionics these communications and data links have to be secure and
recently developed for the ATF is likely to be adopted by future unjammable, and may not always be useable because of
aircraft; this emphasizes that the on-board mission planning covertness requirements.
function shall not be of a stand-alone type but will be embedded
and share other aircraft functions, not only avionics. Also in I Testing and validation will be performed by

this case, it is foreseeable that such integration can take the system developer before the system is fielded, as well as by
advantage of Al techniques (e.g., cooperating expert systems). the end user during each mission planning session Pre-flight

testing can be highly interactive, but in-flight testing will be

much more automated. The likely possibility of the use of Al



knowledge based technology within the airborne mission software, communication, and system standards are agreed to
planning system in conjunction with uncertain information and and supported. This could create major difficulties. especially
asynchronous events, will increase the complexity of testing and in those areas in which technical advances are being made under
validation. The mission planning system will need to produce commercially funded developments.
plans that are not predictable to the enemy. This non-
predictability also complicates the testing and validation of each It is highly likely that, in the more complex mission planning

mission plan. sysiems, both hardware and software will be built up in a
modular fashion. The single single CPU system shown in

Artificial Intelligence. Artificial Intelligence (AI) or similar Figure 2-1. will be replaced by a number of dedicated
techniques may be required to support decisions within a computers, each working on only a part of the overall
mission planning system, notably if it is on-board a single seat computational load. As an example of this. a dedicated graphics
aircraft. The degree of support depends on the planning processor will be needed to provide the processing throughput
workload of a particular mission phase. required for real-time generation of highly realistic maps and

3-D images. It can be expected that many of the algorithms and
Computer Graohics The generation of a synthesized real-world the rules required in on-board mission planning systems will be
image will be increasingly important, especially in the context similar to those used in pre-flight planning. The extent to which
of mission rehearsal. Such images may be based on DTED and the same software packages can be used in both applications
DFAD data bases, but also on photographic data from RECCE will require further study.
aircraft and satellites. Considerable computer power is needed,
especially if the graphics have to be generated in real-time. The Man/System esism. Increasing automation, design of higher
graphics hardware should be suitable for use in day and night level tasks into the avionics of mission planning systems, and
time under various weather conditions. Future mission planning psychophysiological limitations of system operators raise issues
systems may require greater display capabilities that 'tresently of: crew trust and confidence in the planning process, impact of
available. operator fatigue on the planning process, mission execution.

effect of environmental factors on mission success, relationship
System Architectures, Future mission planning systems will of operator skill level to speed and accuracy of the planning and
generally become more capable, more complex, and have mission execution process, and role of electro-optical systems
increasing ability for intercommunication with other (helmet mounted systems, virtual image display systems) in the
components in a networked C31 system. Consequently. the planned mission functions. Consideration of these issues
architecture of any future mission planning system, must allow extends the concept of ergonomics in Section 3.2.6 but are
for progressive change and update, to take account of the considered integral to the successful planning and execution of
changes that will occur to the elements of such networks, and the mission.
also take advantage of improvements in the state of the art in
mission planning technology. This implies that the architecture All topics above refer to both ground-based and airborne
should be based on a series of modules that can be developed mission planning systems. A more refined analysis will reveal
and modified independently, thereby minimizing the cost and the commonalities and differences between these two types of
difficulty of both maintenance and update. mission planning systems, but weight and space constraints will

always make an airborne planning system less capable than its
The modular concept has the advantage that, in responding to a ground-based counterpart. Subsequent studies hay- to deter-
requirement for a new mission planning system, the developer mine the acceptability level of such reduced capabilities, in
should be able to utilize a significant number of modules order to make airborne mission planning systems as effective as
developed under previous programs. It also has the advantages possible.
in making it more easy to insure that interoperability between
different mission planning .- 'ster and different aircraft can be
achieved. To achieve these advantages requires that the



Appendix A
Survey of Emerging Mission Planning Systems

In the past decade, the tremendous growth in computer process for the tactical aircrew. It will perform aircraft specific
technology has made it possible to automate many of the mission planning for all US TAF aircraft configurations (F/RF-
mission planning functions that in past years were performed by 4, F/EF-Wl1. F- 15, F- 16, and ATF). including weapons carried by
hand. Many automated mission planning systems are currently those airceaf., at all system locations.
being developed that offer the potential for mission planning to
be done faster, more effectively and with reduced errors. In this The AAFMPS will connect to TAF command and control
Section, we will review the emerging automated mission systems such as EIFEL, ACCS, and Constant Watch which are
planning systems. First we give a description of nine mission directly linked to multi-national systems. AAFMPS will be
planning systems that were selected as representative of the capable of being interfaced via electronic communication
types of systems under development. Subsequently, we review systems throughout the TA. The AAFMPS will accept
these systems in terms of their applications, implementation and automated electronics communication between force and umit
capabilities. During the review, the similarities and differences level systems, such as intelligence, weather, ATO and imagery.
of the systems are discussed. This allows the user to readily accept and update weather.

weapons, imagery, order of battle, and intelligence data using an
automated interface. Weather data bases including both

A.I AUTOMATED MISSION PLANNING SYSTEMS. conventional weather information (ceiling, visibility, winds,
hazards, etc.) and weather data necessary for the planning and

A survey of the NATO countries will quickly confirm that there operational delivery of electro-optical (TV, IR. laser) precision
is a tremendous effort underway to develop and deploy guided munitions and target acquisition systems are required to
automated mission planning systems for tactical aircraft support the mission-planning process.
missions. We have selected to review 9 systems that are being
developed or have recently been deployed. These systems Mission data prepared by the mission planner will be loaded
represent work underway in the five countries participating in onto a transfer medium for subsequent initialization of on-board
the working group, France. Italy, the Netherlands, the United aircraft avionics and weapons systems programmed via the
Kinedom and the United States. However, automated mission AAFMPS. Major areas requiring automated support include
planning systems are also under development in other NATO navigation, fuel management, weapons initialization, combat
nations, mission folder preparation, target area tactics planning,

electronic combat planning, signature management, avionics
Th, 9 automated mission planning systems were selected to initialization, target scene prediction, penetration analysis.
represent a wid- cross section of different aircraft and aircraft optimum route selection, weapons delivery planning (ali
missions. The 9 systems that were selected are weapons) and recording of in-flight maintenance and

* Advanced Air Force Mission Planning System operational data. The AAFMPS is envisioned - providing
(AAFMPS) planning for departure, ingress, attack, egress, and rccovery

phases of a missio.

* Advanced Mission Planning Aid (AMPA) To allow for interoperability and the requirement to operate
Automated Mission Planning System (AMPS) from other than a unit's home station, all US TAF AAFMPS
SComputer Aided Mission Planning at Air Base Level locations will have complete flight planning capabilities(CAMPAL) accessible and internally available on the system for all US TAF

aircraft to permit other services/allied nations to use the system.

* CINNA 3 To increase unit flight planning efficiency, the AAFMPS will
support at least four users simultaneously via separate

* CIRCE 2000 keyboard/video display units connected to each main processing

* Military Aircraft Route Planning Expert System station. The system will use Defense Mapping Agency (DMA)
(MARPLES) standard products as input in the mission.planning process. The

system will be capable of displaying maps of varying user
Tactical Aircraft Mission Planning System (TAMPS) selectable scales. Displays will be available in theater-type LLa

* Tactical EA-6B Mission Support (TEAMS) bases.

The AAFMPS should provide information required for daily
Al. AAFMPS. peacetime aircrew training. AAFMPS will - capable of

providing mission-sp-cific information as requested by the
AAFMPS is the next generation U.S. Air Force mission aircrew. This information includes enem) order of battle, safe
planning system that replaces the current mission planning passage, airspace coordination order (ACO) information, SAR
capability in US fighter units consisting of flight planning and orbits, escape and evasion (E&E) safe areas. Air Tasking Order
weapons delivery programs running on Zenith Z-150/248 (ATO) information, such as rstric:zd operating zones, weapons
computers. Mission Support System (MSS) I and MSS It. The free zones, tactical/setto frequencies, fighter engagement
capabilities of the AAFMPS have been obtained from the zones, low level transit zones, FAC information, FlIOT
unclassified US Statement of Requirements Document (SORD) information, mode I/Ill squawks, missile engagement zones,
for mission support systems, TAF 312-87-I-A. The AAFMPS bzze defense zones, nightlMC parallel track information.
will be capable of completing the entire mission-planning



AWACS orbits, optimized route planning and large area Tho .AFMPS will display a wide perspective representation of
chart/situation overview, will be provided. the out the-window-view at user specifi-d altitudes, ranges and

AAFMPS will be capable of providing conventional and non- look angles. In addition to single scene perspectves, the system

conventional weapons release data multi-ship employment with shall provide , fly through capability. This capability shall

timing deconfliction, and other attack information to the User. provide at least the ability to define a route segment between

Other provided information includes weapons fragmentation and two points and generate a sequence of scenes which can be

aircraft deconfliction for multi-ship ingress/attack/egress. played back for the operator creating the effect ,. flying along

Deconfliction will be based on weapon fragmentation envelope the selected route segment. The user will not have the ability Lo

and tinting. AAFMPS will be capable of providing the mission deviate from the planned route, and airspeed factors do not have

specific information for nuclear weapons, in addition t to be considered.

conventional weapons. • An AAFMPS user will have the capability to
simultaneously display the ingress/egress routes of hisThe AAFMPS will display enemy threat and friendly order of entire composite force, and also have displays of the

battle information to the airCrew and select a minimum risk relative positions of all aircraft at any specified time.
route between two user identified points or between sets of user
identified points. The algorithms will take aircraft signature The AAFMPS should be ergonomically designed to
modeling into account when that information is available. allow rapid input/output of data while operators are
Additionally, the user will be able to input a desired minimum wearing a chemical % arfare defense ensemble.
flight altitude above ground level (AGL). and then calculate the The digital terrain map/display will be capable of being
highest survivable altitude which can be flown for each leg of electronically updated at the unit level on a routine basis. The
the route down to the minimum altitude selected by the user. following information will be provided to the usei for the
The user shall be able to select any ingress altitude, and the Combat Mission Folder preparation: highest leg obstacle.
system will compute and display the correct radar terrain mask minimum enroute altitudes(day/night), all obstacles above
and lethality contours. Route path and order of battle selected penetration altitudes, minmum and emergency safe
information will be stored for future retrieval. The route Path altitudes, leg closest divert field data, intersecting Victor
optimization routine should consider factors such as aircraft Airways/VFR routes/IFR routes (for peacetime training
type, speed, altitude, threat type, location relative to the aircraft, scenarios), artillery impact areas, safe passage corridors, and
terrain, threat reaction time, time visible to the threat (time s castioneroutes
;egments and cumulative) , electronic couzte.rreasures, and
effects of multiple sites in its solution.

A.1.2. AMPA.
The AAFMPS software will use standard DMA data bases.
intelligence targetturnpoint and background data inputs. and To ensure that modem tactical air operations are successfulls
weather data inputs to depict, on a high-resolution video display, carried out in the face of increasingly effective air defenses.

what a target/tumpoint may look like when using EO/I- sensors meticulous mission planning and preparation is vital. Missions
in flight. Hard copies of these EO/IR predictions will be must be planned using accurate and up to-date information from

available for target/turn point study, and in the combat mission numerous sources and all information cntered must be made
folder. It will also calculate mission parameters such as available to other interested agencies [ule to the need for fast
acquisition, lock-on, and designation ranges and polarity, for aircraft tumarounds and high sortie rates planning must Lake the

EO/IR systems. The AAFMPS will display, on a high- iti.....i Ot t...-
resolution video display unit, aircraft specific radar predictions The UK proposed Advanced Mission Planning Aid IAMPA, is
based on user input aircraft altitude, viewing angle, field of designed to assist in the planning and preparation of Harrier
view, scope range, intervening terrain, and aircraft radar GR7 missions by:
characteristics and radar scope mask. A hard copy of these
radar predictions will be available and the prediction may be reducing both planners and aircrew workload. An 8
stored for future retrieval. The system will have the capability aircraft mission would take 30 minutes to plan from
to utilize DMA DFAD to display cultural depictions for use in receipt of the task order.
realistic radar predictions. The system will be able to generate reducing pilot in-flight Workload by transferring mission
synthetic aperture radar predictions as well. data to the GR7 Video-generated map display and the

The AAFMPS will prepare both full color and black and white production of a mission briefing card.

strip maps, aircraft line-up card, weapons data card, and the increasing effectiveness by providing more
navigation sequence data card. The user will be able to design comprehensive mission plans made possible by giving
the format and determine sizing of forms to satisfy local planners bener access to all relevant and upto-date data
requirements using a word processor style of input. The system
will be able to plan the optimum orbit placement fo' andoff allowing mission feasibility to be initially examined

jamming platforms such as the EF-IIIA and Compass Call. The before detaii.d planning is undertaken.

algorithms will take refractive effects of the atmosphere on RF AMPA consists of text and graphics configured computer
energy into account when this information is available. Given workstations, networked locally via an ethernet or more widely
the location of these platforms, the system will display the by a secure communications network. It is designed for use by a
effects of these systetns on the enemy electronic order of battle. variety of users in mission planning centers, the Forward Wing

The AAFMPS will possess selectable capability to display the Operations Center/Cornbat Operations Center (FW(.Kh(JT)C) as

effects of on-board jamming pods and expendables against the well as in tents or cabins at Harrier field sites.

electronic order of battle with or without the presence of The graphics workstations will display maps of different scales.
standoff platforms., stored on optical di-k, and allow information to be overlaid on



t1ic flIilp U , i I Ig the gr apItltN ca pahtIties Tlhe us~er is able to A. 1-3. AMPS.
im in ti show greater detail and pan iott the miap AM PA The AM PS urrentyv undler t-oeUprient ,,ct i aed'..-.
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roue nfomaion(wypint, nitalponts fel taes Command.

Andit tiitsingsl.

TRADO)C MPlS re-quirerneni 14, eiumcm, Jr
in rs ... ipi if the milsioin tAs1k i tgiirder friiin M'rOC'f7(X the mission planning e apabhrilQ, iI- tie ! ili Ai..e

ricis planned by the entry of target position or patrol line. it. and A,-taLhin Coimpany Iir ACgeT1sa "L 11 1 CI '1 ;7
ihere is nil definite fixed target. %aypiinis, weapon liiad, sels is a subset it the battaliiii 125iiUI La~ i21 hci..a-'
indl heights anid required time on taritet A route is then capabilities can funioin at battal ii, bil no i bai, isi.
generated that may be altered by [he planner via te keyboiard functionis can he done at the coislpalts 1h' o""i'i1
and ruouse/trackball The input of a few initial parameters oiperatitinal -haacter i tics as spevitied in i''" I RAI~tallows the feasibility tif the mission io be established and partial rqieet ouet t ealli-lef!it:t
pllans dleveloped and passed between sites for des-clopmi aridl paragrapihs.
iiulii-site tanking.

The aniationt conmmunity requirct a means a! tian re Vi-!:t. VAll fuel and speed calculations arc made with relerenCe to itd operatioin data, deseluipeil prior iii the oil.Cirfaii ,,
perfiormiance data held by AMPA on individual aircraft, into the airborne mission comnputer it, a uimel T .,er P~
Timtings genterated for individual aircraft take intio accolunt process is currentlyN done mantialls ihii h is tune olsiisF ci0
aircraft position in formation, type of turn anil collision ro poeero rnArmyl as-iation assets are dceo'l -lisgasdta
ailidanCc over the target- transfer capabilities prediCatedj is a siail . s -'t1e. ijasa

A mret-hid ',y which AMPA speeds up the planning process is by Tran- er (actidge (DTC; cap,-
t  

of :rans~er-,nOC Lip til bh"K
referring to stored 'templates* of pre-planned attacks. foirmatioln bytes of data. The data is ds-eliipeil. vu!nate Iii te

turns and standard recovery procedares Also referred to is th T yteMS at ho~di the eiimpaiijt andl at AMs*
5

PS
infiorniatiiin on possible [heats that is used to pridace a rolute if Performance planning is essential ii the ri-isior pianrorg
ecast risk bs reference to, terrain and threat dAacpoesi hti isie h aii st - itt p.:

AMPA pxrduces mission data in the form ilf: aircraft s capabilitry (ps s,al and acridy naini, nligh:
characteristics) to Perform the designated rnussin -5cr thi'

*printed ntap(s) with oiverlaid iftorrmation and Mission battlefield terrain and enemy threat environmient. The iuhi
Biefing card containing speciftc mission information and balance computaiotns are also essential, Puot iiil in tih
e~g.. call signs. mission planning stages bit alsor in subsequet stges if ist

*data for the avionics system via a data transfer unit executiorn where aircraft load distribruttins has'e haligedl 11c
coinsisting of current methodology for accompilishing perfuirnitice lianig

and weight and balance comipiutations are manua~ls Ial's
-video miap and iVtnelays intensive and time consurnis The MIPS a 11 -it'lsrte,.e

functions in tile planning process an'! a subset of the NiP's
-waypoints and route inforiaton weight an,, balance capability will be inmplemeonted far airbosrt

-actton points, where the piliot is alerted to applications.
perform an action leg., in-flight report) The aviator currently develirps missiosn essentual information

-action points where [he avionic system performs such as. communications frequencies. navigation prefere 1'u-
an action and informs the pilot (e.g.. change pitiuits. flight routes, etc during the mission planning prcocesdure
radio frequencies). and transcribes this information to a paper ftorrmat that can b-

carried on a kneeboard for access during the mission execution

I lietdisplay ny AMPA of imagery e.g.. daylight phiotographs. This form of the missioin data is essential for those aircTaft thai
FLIR pictures etc. allows airerew to preview the appearance of are not capable fur accepting a DTC and is also required as
specific points in the mission allowing a level urf mission back-Up reference for aircraft equipped to accept a t)Tf The

rehearsal to be carried ouL AMPS will provide data formatted in acc-irilance w ith specified
requirements for a variety of aircraft and wtill prntoiut the

Post-mission reports. MISREPS, will he sent via the elecroinic necessary kneeboard forms
messaging facility to FWOC/COC for evaluation. who will
provide sties with an up-to-date database of intelligence. The direct utilization of DMA productrs is tsecessarv fur misslOn
meteorological and NOTAMS. It may also Provide rotute planning in order to minimie the battlefield lirgi stics support
informtiont io the proposed Automatic Low Flying Enquiry and required to provide map and imagery Products at the various
Notification System, echelons. DMA has starsdardiied products available in the form

of Compact Disk Read Only Memory (CD ROM) that will be
TIhe Advanced Mission Planning Aid allows full advantage tithe used directly by the AMPS to provide Area of Interest (A01)
taken of the increase in capabilities offered by the atdvanced map, imagery, and Vartous iiveriay data bases for planning
auvioics suites installed in [he CR7 ats well as in other aircraft purposes. The AMPS will supprnt DMA's ARC Digitized
such &% the Tornado, giving and increase in both misston Raster Graphics (ADRG) maps, SPOT Imager). Lxvel I Digital

e ffeciveness and potential sortie rate. 
Te rrain Elevation Data I DTED). Point Position Data Base



IVE ill, ,o ther (3D ROM based products as they beco e The Company NIPS will be based oin IRM compatible laptop

technology The basic design philosophy is to it nirvie weight
and size to provide a man portable planning c tpahilits to rise

Roue planning is a primary fjnctaon of the AMPS. anld as Such, aviator. The Company AMPS will he housedt in a traln~portaLIOT
:he NIlPS mu'st have the capability of suipporting both manual case that will also include an external flat paniel lisplas
irl autonmated route plantning functions The autoimated route ioptional), small dot matis prner anld a(dta ire sr-los ic

plarning algorithm takes into consideration the ter-rain, threat,
atid mtissin oibjectives in planning a flight path. The system

,getnerated tiiute is displayed as an overlay to a color background A.1.4. CAMPAL.
diigital map so that the planner can fine tune and edit the flight The Royal Netherlands Air Force (RNIAF bgnssikn
path, Dhe system autiinarically stores the pertinent mission computerized systems in the late 1970s, about t-.c ime
paramencs associated with the selected flight path for introduced General Dynamics F-1tt aircraft in lance niutiters 17
ultilization in iother MPS functions. i.e. performance planning. was beiesed that much of the capabtlity of the mroder aircrat;

wAs wsed if adeqjuate command and control sN stems wecre 'tii
The airhlItii digital niap requires a map and imagery data base in pae. NAOadidividual nations were working ort
in tir..r to produce Color imnages in the airborne environment.I

Tspi. lly, the area of coverage associated with a tactical improved C systemns fur use at levels above the airbase. the

in Iisson.fornalld i th DMACD OM onfguraionuse in Netherlands decided to concentrate un the airbase les el ;notabis

(he groiund based NIPS, requires hundreds of megabytes of OCA and CAS miossions' The Ciompiuter Aidedl Nissifr,

metor)stoiirage tn the airbomne processor. Current wetght and Prpatoa ArB Lvl( MALa,,aibe

size restri~tions fur military aircraft preclude the use of such harcreaft ome h eqieIT~ o qiot, h

standard ittenbory devices. l'he~efore, tn order to implement an aicft

efficient, flight worthy, hardware suite the map and imagery CAMPIAL has been designed to operate as, . 't-. )ti
data bases nmust be significantly compressed. This ctompres~sion Atrbase Ciommand and Control lrtornaioni S-tsc" -\ it t I's
functiion us accomplished by the AMPS in a timely fashion anld a The major objective of this ierconnectuon iith... i~o
suitable Data Transfer Miidule IDTMl is loaded with the data itp-to-date, actual information by other AB(( IS SlussstC"-s
Iase For oulizatiurn by the airbirme digital map system, the CAIMPAL system. The itifuiritratisn is ia7 A Mi-?,' t1 3,.

Mission rehearsal, especially real-time (flicker free CR1 sasadaoesseIi hsmdalnisun'euu

lttesetttatinl arid fast-urote (fast forraardl fly through cuipabilitys information is supplied from ('AMPAL_' i-Ti stisc --

is an essential parr of the mission planning process. The out-of excluding tasking informration iachtch is nmattiua4Nisn

iusckpit perspective is necessary to familiarize the pilots with the The CAMPAL system at ye suplports the ta~.t an-,
ingress -and egress terrain, the objective area, and in general prepatation proicess by various anal. ustsly oOI,'-*
what ito epect in terms of terrain and surface features in Defense Analysts Models i EDAMI i. Digiaj; fi-r'a;T-a:
irfarntiliar areas, The AMPS will Support real-time perSPctilve Models (DITAMI. and Munition and Deliscry Atsal, ~I oi '

view generation, for fly through Mission rehearsal, through the (MADAMi. EDAM yields effect use raniges f-I w
utilizatioin of Level I DIED for slope shaded perspective systems as a ftinciion of flight altitude and:- ,l -!
generation, phiotographic imagery draped over IED, anid DITAM presents temain ntaskung iciairati t ~ 11C
AI)Rt topographic maps draped oven DTED. with known cioirdinates The MADAM pa e kury.sv iv

ieAISwill ititerface with the ATCCS Battlefield ineatvwapnrngcuputpugr'.'s' bI

Functiornal Areas (BFAsI along with various battlefield and UIS -uuin fotvres lrul(MN

national intelligence assets, The BFAs are Maneuver Conrtoil. CAMPAI. piroidies several addiltiounal 1iun,
Fire Suilpiort. Air Defense. Intel]/Electronic Warfare, and integration oif all -avail-able unicjltue da
C'ombiat Service Support. Aviation is an air of Maneuv er and systems: an aircraft perfoirmance package th-at nc-t
therefore the majority of the command directives anil evaluates the aircraft's capabilities an iu l
intelligence comes through the Mianeuver Cvitirsii Systemn generating the oin-board computer data File t1h it iv ' ITllsi 'tM

(MCS; at the Aviation Brigade level. Echelons below Brigade the aircraft via the Data Transfer Carirldge FCnCv t ar ii. v
niust interface directly to the individual BFA assets because of plan (for peace-time nmission-,), sold gencta u' g thec ''-
the currenit ATCCS architecture. Mission Folder.

the mission planning proicess will, in addition to the tactical Nowdays the CAMPAL. system is it! the 1 priso~l Z,17 estte -A%

kneeboard forms, provide the aviator with topographic and Mission Support System/CAMPAL iMSS'tilite s-t ,sill he
photographic map imagery with the tactical data and flight deployed by the Netherlandls Air Force \ 'it k - a s,
riiutes Jepicted as vrilays in color hardcopy compatible with support iouner types of mttssius,
the kneeboard size constraints.

The Avtatiiin Battalion AMPS will be based on IBM compatible A.1.5. CINNA 3.
PC technology. The system design philosophy is to utilize an t-iNNA 3 is the newest nmissiion plannting sysietut in the Firenvl
open architecture t~o Itake advantage of the availability of special Air Force. It is intended to) be Used fist prcpurving imtitu aircraft
purpoise cit-processing capabilities and the multitude of second missiosts. CINNA I is based on a SUN Woikqiitu, io'
at,;ih ird patty suppliers of PC compatible produts. Tire basic hardware incluides: a high resusituon ciilor screen (II s_2 x Q0)
prcessor will be supportedl by the following Peripherals; full keyboard. mouse. 680520 (CPU with flosting lsiint c(sprocsso.r,
Coloir scanner, digitizer table-t, communications iterace, hi-res 16MB of RAM. a 527 21N)0lMH hand disk. ,lsrrct links, tui the
color and monochrome displays, full color/dot matrix printer, atI rcraft and a color printer Its capabilities tnvlude. the ibrlito
CD )RO)M asrd read/write optical disk drives, anti data tTansfer display digitized niaps; rioute planning usingtierishit

1ev icescalculations, fuel computation, planning the tactical 31proarvh



using spot images or 31) visual izaitions created from digital airfielsa
terrain data, and planning the attack- The system is designed tat
plan missions consisting of Up Wo four aircraft. In the future, a t ask i, die goals to ac-inpivf laony v1'1e.-
missiin rehearsal capability will be added thai will allow the aicftonguiin
pilot toi simulate the miission pirior U) take off.*atrt ofgrto

fuel availability

C.IA I RCE -(*D. H - considering iion5iitfl the mission planner. iat' alf

(Circe 21 MX) is an autote aled groiund pitinig systenm intended for likely solutions. The caicul aiosn taikes llie oni lie baeis :tf a
if-e French Mirage 2tfOON anrd Super Eienduad. It provides the task-disentanglement principle and the overaill tasi iv suish' sled

pikut the ability to select waypoints and naviganonm check points into sub-tasks. All the sub tasks_-i'e fro-sises -ad andi ai4 I 1.0 iii
pecrfortis [light profile. fuel consumption, timing, and seipons parallel. As soon as this process has ben cm" pete,) a ia4k
dei very coniputatitons; and provides the crew with digitized sc-heduler' triggers a process that inete 'ift -er- 1,ic.
oinus, terrain elevation data, tactical and weather data. and sol utionis (i.e., those concernitag the .sh 1-1%b i N OT!ask:1,

naiainpoints, that axe linkedl to the system through a tactical global soutions Thnis Process takes Into e'lnsiT, 11r 7,1 i Jia

nticwork. The pilot interacts with the sysitt using a keybotard,. allow rejection of local solutions.
nitiso. and rtenus. Thte Circe 20(00 generates a v ariety of

u apuLs including: color flight documents, aircraft plug-in At the end oif this proceess titans global solians arc as% ari c
inittary inscripton, and mission rehearsal. The system also and the process of esaluation can begin Thec ,al,nor. pre,

pro% ides initervisihility diagrams, and satellite views, and can be take, into account well-establisheil criteria tlw alla- s.
1
. i-

s: crked ws ith up iio 8 tither wsork stations of the mtost suitable route. To this aint bayesian alesritiins use
utilized. Fur any possible solttii'tt any pJaancter te 5-es I

wieightr at the glorbal level and are refer-red ini ea0h isd)Cr Ar-(tn
A.U.7. MA.RPLES. these parameters the frollowing can be- 'rentioned:

"IIARPLES is a missiosn planning systemt being devieloped for ikepsr at iepac
the Ititlkn Air Firrce by Aertialta MAI8PLES (Military Airc-raft
Wiase Planning Expert Systew, is anl expert system prototype Wavsnint reciignitabiiitN
!or mission planning with art ob iect-orienteil data base and an
uiser oriented interface. The data base holds geographic andl Antiunt if turn

;.tclinformation and giees inputs to the interface. A Initial posint tactical esaltuation
getteratlir arid an evaluatior of likely paths are the main
components of the data base. The main MARPLES' functions Altitude pro'File

Fuel consunmptioin
To display map informnatioin and to update the data base. A h n fteeauto rcs igegoa ouini

*To assist the pilot in planning the mission. ilisplasIed and suggested to the pilot as the be-st carndidatte for the

This function allows the utilizatiton tif the geographic and mnission. The othet soirtion5 arc still available and the pilot is itn

tactical itifnirrnton thtrorugh (a) a map visualization. (h) itispec. c~reo h ia vlainaddcso

lion if its compotnents, (c) an updating of its contents and, This prototype can be cornsidiered as a first step fo, the
finally. Wcl it allows to modify the structure of the data base. A realizatiorn and imtplementation of a lulls dceeiped cxpent

dsctipii.i if these characteristics otf the Map Display will system. Theitretical and practical work is in pregreiss for die

foll o W. purpoise oif integrating this produc t w ith airboirne sscis .in) o't
rrieritig it flex ible according to es ilutior ar- tactical trid

The MARPLES interface is split into two windows: The map enrirontnental conditiiots anti the pilot's style in llttirie
itself and the menu. By making connections amig all the mtissiorns.
aaihle tactical and geographical tnformation, MARPLES is

absle ts show the degree of risk that each area on the map A.I .K TAMPS,
Presents, tColor coding is used Tin display degree of risk). In
orider i,, evaluate the degree of danger MARPLES takes into The Tactical Aircraft1 Mission planning Svstestt (TAMPS,~
aiianti relevant inforniation like altitude and the pree-identified -ippisets operational military platnners for a %varicns of aircr aft
terratn pints fsuch as waypiinnts. littear check psti1ns, threats). types and missions; It speeds the princess iii planritg mtissio'ns

Miap scale can be changed arid the level of detail relative to any for both training and cornat sorties The sy stern alsit Itris is
1 

s a
single area and/or terrain point on the mapt can be selected via ciomprehensive analysis oif penetrattiin probabilities in t inplex
iterta. defensive networks. The sysnetin sutftware can be adapted i.n a

variety oif computer hardware. pro% ding flevibility in rieetaic
1fie itan purpose oh MAMPLES is mission planning, t C_, to uttique osperational requoirements.
helIp thle ptlot to chooitse the best route among the svarious

leissiftle routes. Missiiin planning through MARPLES consists The key ohjectives of TAMPS ate to.

provide a commnu miission pilantning s stetti for rapid
*Missiin lefinttiirn processing of large databases (trrain, ens ininmenital.

weapomn system peelerman, v. threat)

Misionplanin an esluai* perforni interactive de tatiled tr ade oft antI siS artd
Artiing the infiormatiion that mission platiners need in orider to digitall , transfer data iilrit stippirrieri a aponis

ales) ate *51s rote.%t are: S55tets



* maximize reusability of government-owned software copier produces hard copy output of any graphics terminal
display.

* minimize : ew software procurements while meeting

specific weapons system mission planning requirements The Tactical Aircraft Mission Planning System involves two
inter-related tasks: database administration and mission

* provide evolutionary acquisition of incremental software planning. Prior to mission planning, the database administrator
releases and hardware installations. (DBA) creates all the databases needed durirg the planning

Design of the TAMPS system is focused on improved exchange process. Details of that task may be found in the Database

of information between the computer and the user. If the man- Administration Operator's Manual.

computer interface is designed to be user-friendly, the user can The mission planner generates the ground track of 'e route,
more easily control the direction and pace of the planning produces aircraft performance results, and analyzes
process by initiating specific actions. To accomplish this design environment. Personnel familiar with the basic elements of
goal, the computer software will be tailored to the unique aircraft mission planning, navigation, threats, and/or flight
requirements of planning functions and the software will use a dynamics will be best suited to use the system. Those with
plain English menu and prompts to eliminate the need for users aircrew experience will quickly adapt. TAMPS is designed to

to be training in computer or data processing. The TAMPS make the planning process logical and straightforward with few
software is designed to provide: special procedures. It is based on English language messages.

* the capability to define aircraft routes by specifying turn queries, and responses; the use of selectable function keys: and

points, speeds, and aircraft configurations terms and symbols familiar to the planning process.

* an analysis of known threats relative to the selected
mission route A.1.9. TEAMS.

* the capability to easily modify any part of an existing The Tactical EA-6B Mission Support (TEAMS) system was

mission because of changing requirements or to reduce implemented to demonstrate the capability to expand TEAMS to

the probability of attrition accommodate the requirements of integrated strike warfare. To
deliver maximum ordinance on target while increasing aircraft

Sa hard copy output data of the planned mission survivability the system must contain the following mission-
essential functional characteristics. The system must be

The rethod used for route development is simple. The planner flexible, incorporating command structures and all platform
oises an electronic cursor on the color graphics screen to select requirements. The system must be fully integrated for

locations for turn points and other essential mission actions. coordination of all battle group strike components. The system
This cursor is connected to previously entered points by a line must be quick and reactive to completely assimilate the latest
defining the aircraft ground track. A variety of graphic displays tactical data and adoptive for response to service changes. The
support the planning process and are easily selected at any point goal of the integrated strike warfare support system is to

in the mission. increase mission success and survivability.

The interactive operation of TAMPS, using an alphanumeric TEAMS was designed specifically as an integrated
(A/N) keyboard and digitizer tablet inputs, offers an easy hardware/software system to support he EA 6B strike warfare
altemative to manual mission routing and aircraft performance mission. On receipt of the strike planning order from higher
corrputations. Threat analysis is also provided to support authority, the strike planning board initiates the plan to strike the
routing decisions. TAMPS has automated the time consuming designated target(s). Strike planners must provide information
elements of analysis and calculation while keeping decision to guide preparations. This information includes target
making under the user's control, identification and location, levels of dantage (or number of

The Tactical Aircraft Mission Planning System will operate on weapons), desired routes, critical timing, and other constraints

the Micro VAX II computer system. The color graphics screen important to planning.

will be the focal point during planning. It is on this device that The TEAMS mission support system consists of the following
the mission will be constructed by displaying a wide variety of elements that are integrated into hardware and software
background pictures that provide information necessary to plan components. For threat preparation intelligence, training. and
a successful mission. Terrain contours, threat locations, charts, standard operating procedure doctrine data are accumulated
and geography are examples of screen background content that These data are used to derive tactical data and processes for area
might be used to lay in an appropriate ground track. As the operations, support ontingency planning, and high level tactical
route is built, an alphanumeric display will be updated to display preparasion. Depending on the strike targets and constraints
the characteristics of the mission in a tabular form. imposed by the strike planner, specific strike preparation is

There are three input devices on TAMPS: a mouse, a digitizer initiated. Specific strike preparation consists of analyses of

tablet, and an alphanumeric keyboard. A graphics screen is used available data for geographics, threat analysts. route fuel

to display available function keys to the mission planner. By planning, load out, and threat platforms and system capabilities.

selecting a key name with the electronic cursor the appropriate Results of these analyses are converted into flight plots anti

function will be performed. The mouse and digitizer tablet are mission plan. A p st-strike analysis is conducted that focuses

Iocator devices that position the cursor on the graphics screen, on threat location damage, aircraft maintenance summaries. and

The alphanumeric keyboard is used to type a response to a correlation of data and functions performed to mission plans.

prompt, usually on the alphanumeric screen. The mission support system is supported by graphics

A printer produces hard copy output of several alphanumeric workstations that display a plan overview of the target objective.

formats. One of these outputs, the Flight Plan, is intended for The work stations are configured with software algorithms that
aircrew use during the flight of the planned mission. A color permit flexible exercise of the planning data in remote terminals



in the EA6BR ready-roomn suitable t0 pre-mtsSion preparation. viewing, 3D viewing, variable speedt simulatini

The ready tron capability consists of texts and graphics outputs capability and dynamic eveint-%

that are networked. Specific features of the workstation

capability ace thte computation of, e.g.. fuel. speed, and the A.2.1. System Overview.
critical Liming of the plan to speed up and increase the pre

decisiotn otf the planning process, and a flexible graphics An overview of the automated mission planning systems

capability that provides rehearsal of thse mission prior to miso provided in Table A- I For each mission planning system. this

execution. table provides: the developer of die system, die service-s that are
using or supporting tlte development of the system, the aircraft
that the system is designed to support, whether the sy' stem ;

A.2. EVALUATION OF AUTOMATED SYSTENIS. ground based, ship based, or an airborne systemi. and us briber r'
tot the system is currently operational.

The emerging nmission planning systems that have been

reviewed in this report represent a wide cross section of Developers, The idevelopment of the enierging nisios

missioins, aircaft, nations and capabiltties. The intention of this planning systems has been performed by a ciombination if

subf sectiin is to discuss and compare these mission planning large, well established avionic, companies (Arritalia. G;eneral

vs-stems in a ntanner that illustrates their similarities anti Dynamics, Mcl~onnell Douglas, Ferranti) and by a group, of

dlifference,. smaller companies spec-ializinug in miss~on planning svstems

-,lite coini-1 5,ison% will be made for all of the mission planning orznTcolg.MmehooyC madSin,

s irev ieacil previiously in five categories,. Services. The automated mission planning ss-steiis wre )-x ;nL
developed for almost ever) serv ice taim'. navy, air for-.

ISysItem (se rvle us Descries an overview of the marine-st of every NATO couniis thiat was surcess
riiOn planning systems that includes (a) infontiutioni
ott the developer. user and application aircraft for each Apolications. Misstont planning systems are being .lvve!OFipcO
mission planning system and (b) a description iif the for a wide variety cit aircraft and aircraft mtissions as snown in
mission planning capabilities of each system (roiute Table A -1.
planning. intervisibiltty, weapons delivery and aircraft
performanice manuals), Ba-n Mode. All of the automated mtission plaritingr sswst

k i-Hardware. Describes the hardlware configuration of reviewed here have been designted fOr use Ott the cracMd sir 111-

the mission planning system in terms of the computer board a ship.

and its data storage capabilities (hard disk, optical disk ~Apoiril afo i iso lnu
and tape). O~ainlSauApoiaeyhl fdemsinpann

systems reviewed are currently ouperational. Ilciwever those
31 D~ataba-e Capabilities, Describes what databases the systems that are olverational .are available in vetv limitedl

miission planning system supports including terrain, nurtbers. The few systems that have been depiirvcl are, for the
sitellite photography, intelligence data. ioperational most part, in the field lOt evaluation by Ouperatioinalfir.
data. wseather data, pilot reports, radar imagery, FtlAR Thiise systems that are riot OpeCTaiiiinal. ratige fromn nca-

irtaery nd timmuitc~on infrmatonoperational levels iii laboratory' studies.

il) Eroorus Describes the computer interfaces tot the

mission planning systems (mouse, trackball, joystick, An ioverview of the mission pilanning capabilities wt the

touch screen), whether on-line help is available and automated mission planning uysemns is provided in Table A
wshether the system can adjust the time required to For each mission planning system, this table indicates whether

generate a flight plan to respond to lirnited-time or neit the system can support intervisibilits and ntaskin '
planning situations. calculatiiins for either ground-to-air (G-A) itt air-to-sit fA-A)

(5) MisiunRehcairsAL. Describes what mission rehearsal threats, route planning, weapons dhelivecry planning usher,-

capabilities are available in the mission planning applicable), and on-line aircraft Perfoirmance.

systems including whether the system suppiirts 2D

TABLE A-i1. Overview of Emerging Mission Planning Systems.

System Developer Service Applicartion Based IOperational

AAFMPS Not selected USAF F-15, F-l16,. -III,.ATFATA Griod Ni

AMPA N/A RAF Harrier GR7. Tomado Ground Nak

AMPS Not Selected USA All-64. Olf-58, Lqf-)A, Cl73 Ground Nil

CAMPAL NLR RNLAF F lb Ground Ni

CINNA 3 MATRA FAF Mirage IIl, V, FICR, Jaguar Ground Yes

CIRCE 2000 SAGEM PAP Mirage 2000M. Super Etendard. Ground Yes

MARPLES Aenitalia lAP AMX Ground Ni

TAMPS M. Douglas USN F- 14.18, A-6.7. AV 8B Gr/Ship Yes

I TEAMS IPRB Associatea USN IEA-6H Ger/Ship Yes



TABLE A-2. Mission Planning Capabilities of Emerging Mission Planning Systems.

System Indvisibility Route Planning Weapons Delivery Aircraft Performance

AAFMPS G-A Yes Yes Yes

AMPA Masking Yes Yes Yes

AMPS Yes Yes Limited Yes

CAMPAL Yes Yes Yes Yes

CINNA 3 In Progress Yes Yes Yes

CIRCE 2000 In Progress Yes Yes Yes

MARPLES In Progress Yes ro Yes

TAMPS G-A, A-A Yes Yes Yes

TEAMS Yes Yes Yes Yes

LntervisjbsV. Most of the mission planning systems surveyed Data Storage Capabilities. All of the automated mission

performed inter-visibility calculations for ground-to-air threats, planning systems provided data storage capabilitues ising some
Only three of the systems (and only one of the operational combination of hard disk, optical disk and/or tape drive. All of
systems) performed intervisibility calculations for air-to air- the systems that were reviewed provided a hard disk. The size

threats, of the hard disks varied from a low of 80 MB to a high of 63i0
MB. Some of the systems provide an optical disk capabiiity.

Rotute Plaring. Route planning was provided by all of the The optical disk is used by most of the systems to store terrain
mission planning systems that were reviewed, data. Over half of the systems provide tape drives. The use of
Weapons Delivery. Weapons delivery planning was provided the tape drive seems to split equally between use as a prinar.

by a majority of the mission planning systems and by most of d srage medium and as a back up device.

the systems that were developed for fixed wing aircraft. The capabilities of a mission planning system are directly tied to

Aircraft Performance Manuals, All of the mission planning the number of types of mission data that it can access and
9 process. In Table A-4. the data bases suppoted by each mission

systems support on-line access to the aircraft's performance planning system are listed. The databases that 're consiore

manuals. Performance information is required to assess fuel were ,onsider
usage during the course of the mission and is therefore of in this survey are digital terrain elevation data tDTED). satellite
critical importance. Any mission planning system that cannot photography (Photo), intelligence data (lIntel). operational data
provide this capability is of limited use. (Ops), pilot reports (Pireps). radar imagery. (Radar. infrared

imagery (FLIR) and weather data.

A2.2. Hardware. It is difficult to make any general conclusions al!iut data base
capabilities. With the exception of digital terrain data, nme (i

An overview of the hardware used to implement the automated the categories was suppored by all of the systems. Most of the

mission planning systems is provided in Table A-3. For each systems supported several categories of data but these categorics
mission planning system, this table describes: the computer and varied from system to system. In general it appears as it rach

storage capabilities of the system, planning system supports only those data bases that are of

COMD1IL Almost all of the automated mission planning primary importance to the mission for which it was designed.
systems that were reviewed are implemented on computer
workstations, the dominate choice being the Micro Vax It.

TABLE A-3. Hardware Configurations of Emerging Mission Planning Systems.

Sysle- Computer Hiard Disk Opt Disk Tape Weihi

AAFMPS N/A Yes Yes Yes N/A

AMPA N/A N/A N/A N/A NiA

AMPS 386 PC 200 MB 600 MB No N/A

CAMPAL N/A N/A Yes N/A N/A

CINNA 3 Sun Wrkst 527 MB No No N/A

CIRCE 2000 N/A 40-150 MB 3-6GB No 130 Kg

MARPLES Symbslics 370 MB No N/A N/A

TAMPS Micro Vax 11 630 MB No TK50-AA NIA

TEAMS Work Station 2 450MB Yes 1 9 track 680 Ki

L. _



TABLE A-4. Database Capabilities of1 Emerging Mission Planning Systems.

ssim D7irE) Photo ilue Ops F't ris Radar I 17/A C,, mm tna,

A A F I' Y'ti " Y es Y es rca Ni y es in

A MIPA 'it Y " Y es. Y es N ,' r~ , Y , Y es, Y s

('AMPAI Yre c-,n Yes N. y- N', N

CINNA 3 Yes Yes Y~n Yn, N'* Yin N Yes Ilk

CIRCE 20)1) yes N) 'tN Yes 'tin Yin No Ni YeI,

MARPLEFS Yes N) N Ye,, ! * N N fN N,

TAMIPS Y,- 'f-s mnan nan mal Y b N) min

fEAMS Yes No e e Y e It N N NitN

A.2.3. Ez-gonomk's CotrualiS Itatdu[ e r tUe e,~- !Ik-!m~n tt
miust mtemorize in order 11 eI~l -tets, C *e 5) stem

I i'nom in are an inptirtaiit part if any mission planning
-tli'. tPie primiary beniefit,.- of a inission planning system (tIt, O~~n ie j , All of the miissioii steri that -e ere tcs

hi is .I generate more effective mitssion plans in less turn, provide some form of on. lie help ti the operator, although tl;nt
itinot he achieved without a well designed user interface (aIs dt, it hll' slaS It~ 111i1r, ]ITtttd Io I'oi

Tlirtce ergonomic fac tors were rev ie wed for cati rz.-sior ss stems than others

planning system: die maan'tachinv interface, the availab' Itt of
... fie help, arid the ability of the systemt t v ary the tint variable plan Tine. All oif the mission planning sitems. i

T'itliplan themssiona suposrt stituatimns hei n l, the e-,eto (tTA PS. clidii tr'Side some variaHie par

li tel timte is av-ailable for planning time capabilities. Agatn as %;t tifi ti l inte help., -;ic i
provideil greater capabilities than utters.

ictr x,a The man/machine interface is one of the critical ateas
affecting ergiiniomics in automtated mission pl annintg sy'stem,, Mlission-Redrsal C apildt. The onuiiputert t'asnu, ti-

Of par ticulae concern is the ability for tire human operatr' ito plantninrg s),tents when combined ;ih coilor grapijis h-urt-

enter , na uni coimmands qutickly and easily. Tii meet this make it ixisslie tw rehearse the mtission tia ,inmulion em i

requsiremnent all of the new miission planning systemis have expectedt that this capabilty an dramtatically ornh rie i!,

sipilemritud the traditional keyboeard interface to the computer. perfoinince daring the e ecuti of ii. i mii rimse 'sT.
ith a veicety of Pointing aids including the mouse, trackball, rehearsal capahilities if the istion pilannring ssst,ttms tha tt u

,fitgiter cruss-hair, joystick and touch screen. Many of the reviewed are displayed in rable A 6t qft rinatt 1i pri- !o,

s steims oiffer a package of several Pointing aids, -adding i ndtcating a te-ther each missw'i planitg stepov' is'I) t.i! ;!t

f11-itiility to using the system. Pointing aids are particularly (bird's-eye) s-es during rtission reheaial. whether the svsiet:

tsefttl fot inistor planning because they can eliminate the need su pports a variable speed simulation (sIts er or faster tOtaT reA!

1,i erttering latitude, longitude locations via the keyboard. This time), and whether the systern supports di~ranlii cicits diir:;;g

tnlt onlly reduces the time required to plan the mission, but also the rettearsal. All of the sstems that piiide nmtssiosn rehtear-',

refaces die likelihood of errirs. Pointing aids also atllow the capabilities (abut hralf of the total i sulpiirt both 21) ant 3lt

tser ito interact with the systemt using rmerus instead of keybouard s iewing during the rehearsal.

TABLE A-5. Ergonomics of Emerging Mission Planning Systems.

System Interfare On line Hfelp Variahle Pl.an Ilime

AAFMPS unspecified unspecified Yes

AMPA muue, trackball Yes Yes

AMPS geaphical. trackball Yes Limrited

CAMPAL trackWaI Yes Yin,

CINNA 3 mouse Yes Ye"

CIRCE 2000) mouse Yes Yes

MARPLES mouse Yes Yes

TAM PS mouse Yes hIo

I TEAMS I keyboard and mouse I Yes Yes I



TABLE A-6. Mission Rehearsal Capabilities of Emerging Mission Planning Systems.

System 2D View 3D View Variable Speed Dynamic Events

AAFMPS Yes Yes Yes Yes

AMPA N N, N, NO

AMPS Yes Yes ND N,

CAMPAL Yes N, N No

CINNA 3 Yes Yes Yes Yes

CIRCE 2000 Yes Yes Yes N,

MARPLES Ye N No N

TAMPS Yes Yes Yes N,

TEAMS Yes Yes Yes No

Variable Speed. The ability to vary the speed of the mission increased familiarity with the mission, before it is flown and to

rehearsal is very useful because it allows the pilot to 'fast- identify critical areas of the mission where workload may be
forward" through mission phases where work load is low and to high.
thus spend more time rehearsing the critical mission phases.
Absut half of the mission planning system surveyed provided a The new systems represent a major step forwaid, however.

variable speed mission rehearsal capability, significant improvements remain to be made. Of particular
importance is the requirement for mving mission planning

Dynamic Events. The capability to simulate dynamic events systems from the ground and into the aircraft, but none of the

enables the pilot to rehearse "what if" situations (what if a threat emerging mission planning systems reviewed in Phase One is
pops up here, what if you lose an engine half way into the addressing this problem. In addition, the emerging mis wo-

mission, what if the primary target changes in-flight), planning systems need to improve their data base capabilities s-

Unfortunately, only two of the planning systems (AAFMPS and that they can support a wider variety of the intelligence and

CINNA 3) provides this capability. operational data that will be availuble in future conflict s In the
NATO arena interoperability is a critical concern. As mission

The automated mission planning systems that are being planning becomes more dependent (n automated systems. it will
developed t) replace paper maps and grease pencils represnt a become necessary for mission planning systems to support the

major step forward for tactical mission planning. The new mission planning needs of NATO aircraft of other couniuies, or
ssstems enable the pilot to plan a more effective mission, faster, else reduce the ability of the NATO) air force, t, operate out .
and with less likelihood of error. In addition, the mission any NATO air hase.

rehearsal features of the new systems enable the pilot to gain
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